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1.  According  to  Protocol  No  18  of  the  1972  Treaty  of  Accession 
(Annex  1),  the  United  Kingdom  was  authorized,  as  a  transitional 
arrangement,  to  Import  from  New  Zealand  certain Quantities of  butter 
and  cheese on special  terms,  during  the  period  1973  to 1977. 
The  annual  QUantities were  fixed  as  follows 
Butter  Cheese 
(m.  tonnesl  em.  tonnesl 
1973  165  811  68  580 
1974  158  902  60 960 
1975  151  994  45  720 
1976  145  085  30  480 
1977  138  176  15  240 
These  Quantities  could  only  be  imported  at  a  price  fixed  by  the 
Councl 1,  the  observance  of  which  had  to  be  guaranteed  by  New  Zealand 
at  the  CIF  stage. 
In  addition,  a  special  reduced  levy  was  applied  on  these  imports. 
This  levy  had  to  be  set  at  such  a  level  as  to  allow  the  effect lve 
marketing  of  the  products  without  prejudicing  the  marketing  of 
Community  butter  and  cheese.  After  31  December  1977  the  exceptional 
arrangements  for  the  Import  of  cheese  were  no  longer  retained. 
2.  In  accordance  with Article 5  of  the  Protocol,  the Councl I  reviewed  in 
1975  the  situation  as  regards  butter  qn  the  basis of  a  communication 
prepared  by  the  Commission  (Doc.  R/2099/75  - AGRI  566  - RELEX  52  of 
8.8.1975,  Doc.  COM  (75)  437  final). 
This  communication,  which  was  prepared  In  response  to  the  "Dublin 
Oeclarat ion"  of  the  heads  of  government  on  10  March  1975  (~~,~~"  Annex 
II),  described  the  dairy  situation  on  the  world  me.rket,  In  hs 
Community  and  In  New  Zealand,  gave  an  outlook  on  po.:;~  ble  future 
developments  and  also  contained  recommendatIons  for  the  ope  .·.  •<:)n  ,_;; 
a  particular  import  regime  for  New  Zealand  butter after  1977 
.  '  .  \ . . 
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3.  on  29  June  1976,  the  Council  adopted  R~gu.lat lon  (EEC)  No  1655/76, 
extending  the transitional  arrangements  for  the  Import  of  New  zealand 
butter  Into  the  United  Kingdom  (OJ  No  L  185  of  9.7.1976,  p.  1)  (see 
Annex  Ill)  on  the  basis of  a  Commission  proposal  which  took  account 
of  the Council's review  In  1975. 
The  operative annual  Import  quantities were  ftxed at 
1978  125  000  tonnes 
1979  120 000  tonnes 
1980  115  000  tonnes 
Furthermore,  It  was  decided  that  should  the  butter  Imported  under 
this  regulation  have  exceeded  25  X  of  total  U.K.  consumption,  the 
excess  would  have  to  be  sold  under  conditions  to  be  determined  for 
uses other  than  direct  consumption.  In  fact,  this provision was  never 
applied. 
At  the  council  meeting  of  21/22  June  1976,  It  was  decided  not  to 
adopt  Article 9  of  the Commission's  proposal  which  provided  that  "the 
councl I,  en  the  basis of  a  report  submitted  by  the  Commission  before 
31  December  1978,  shal I  determine,  In  accordance  with  the  same 
procedure  as  that  mentioned  In  Article  5  (2)  of  Protocol  18, 
appropriate  measures  as  regards  Imports  of  butter  from  new  Zealand 
after  1980."  It  was  felt  that  even  though  the  time  seale provided  for 
Imports  was  limited  to  three  years Article 5  (2)  of  Protocol  18  would 
ai low  the  Councl  1  to make  arrangements  for  the years after  1980. 
4.  After  prolonged  discussions  on  a  Commission  report  in  COM  (79)  444 
Final  and  Commission  proposals  In  COM  (80)  190  Final,  the  council 
adopted  Regu!at ion  (EEC)  N°  858/81  concerning  the  access  for  New 
Zealand  butter  from  1  April  1981  to  31  December  1983.  Until  the  end 
of  March  1981,  the  Council  prolonged  the  application  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  1655/76  several  times,  In  order  to  allow  New  Zealand  to 
continue  its  Imports  of  butter  Into  the  United  Kingdom  during  the 
first  months  of  1981~ - 3  -
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The  total  quantity  to  be  Imported  In  1981.  was  fixed  at  94  000  tonnes 
and  for  1982  at  92  ooo  tonnes  and  Imports  were  again  limited  to  the 
United  Kingdom  only. 
The  special  Import  levy  was  fixed  at  77,52  ECU/100  kg,  corresponding 
to  25  % of  the  Community  Intervention  price  level.  From  this  levy, 
the  butter  subsidy  was  deducted at  the moment  of  Import. 
This  regulation  also  provided  that  for  the  year  1983,  the  Council 
should,  before  1  October  1982,  determine  the Quantity  to be  Imported, 
on  the basis of  a  Commission  proposal. 
5.  On  the  basis  of  a  Commission  proposal  providing  for  an  annual 
allowance  for  1983  of  89  000  tonnes  and  a  levy  of  84,30  ECU/100  kg, 
the  Councl I,  after  lengthy  discussions,  decided  on  15  March  1983,  by 
Regulation  (EEC>  No  642/83  (OJ  No  L 76  of  22.3.1983,  p.  1),  the  total 
quantity  to  be  Imported  during  the  year  1983  at  87  000  tonnes.  Untl 1 
then  New  Zealand  had  been  allowed  to  continue  Imports  of  butter  Into 
the  U.K.,  on  the  basis of  a  monthly  quantity of  7  250  tonnes  fixed  by 
the Counc I I . 
6.  On  21  December  1982,  the  Counc I I  had  fIxed  a  new  spec 1  a 1  1  evy  of 
84,36  ECU/100  kg  (Regulation  (EEC)  No  3499/82  of  21  December  1982), 
appl !cable  from  28  December  1982. 
The  special  levy  was  adjusted,  at  the  start  of  the  1983/84  campaign 
to  take  account  of  the  Increase  of  the  Community  Intervention  price 
level  and  was  fixed  at  86,35  ECU/100  kg,  applicable  from  23  May  1983 
CR  1212/83). 
7.  Article  2  (4)  of  Councl I  Regulation  (EEC)  No  858/81  provided  that  on 
the  basis of  a  report  and  a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  the  councl 1 
would  take  a  decision  on  arrangements  for  the  Import  of  New  Zealand 
butter  after  1  January  1984. - 4  -
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8.  The  Commission  submitted  Its  report  In  COM  (83)  616  final  of  10 
-
October  1983  which  was  accompanied  by  a  proposal,  COM  (83)  574  final 
dated  10  October  1983.  The  report  concluded  that  : 
New  Zealand  had  filled  Its quota  to the United Kingdom 
the  United  Kingdom  share  of  New  Zealand•s  total  butter  exports 
had  fallen  from  83  X  In  1972/73  to 56.2 X  In  1981/82 but  that  the 
reduced  volume  still  represented  70  X of  the  value  of  total  New 
Zealand  butter exports; 
the share of  the total  earnings of  the  New  Zealand  dairy  Industry 
from  the  U.K.  market  fell  from  46.1  X  In  1972  to 22.5 X  In  1982; 
New  Zealand's efforts to diversify had  been  hampered  by  a  lack of 
stable  outlets  and  keen  competition  between  exporting  countries 
on  a  shrinking world  market  ; 
New  Zealand's major  secure market  continued  to be  the  U.K. 
the  world  market  was  oversupplied,  the  U.K.  market  was  nearing 
self-sufficiency  In  butter  and  New  Zealand's  butter  exports  to 
the  U.K.  only  represented  4% of Community  production 
dairy  exports  represented  21.3  %  of  New  Zealand's  total  export 
earnings  and  receipts  from  the  sales  of  butter  to  the  United 
Kingdom  equalled one  fifth of  that  percentage. 
The  report  recognized  that  Mstopplng  New  Zealand  butter  Imports would 
not  solve  the  mill<  problem  in  the  long  run  and  relieve  the  Community 
of  Its  responsibility  to  restore  balance  and  that  any  maJor  and 
abrupt  drop  In  the  quantities  exported  to  the  U.K.  would  adversely 
effect  the  political  and  economic  relationshiP  between  New  Zealand 
and  the Community•. 
The  proposal  which  accompanied  the  report  suggested  to  the Council  In 
particular  : 
the quantities to be  Imported  In  the years  1984  to  1988,  and 
the rate of  levy  to be  applle  to such  Imports. - 5  -
These  qua.nt It les were  for  the ca I  endar  year:  .· 
1984  83  000  tonnes 
1985  81  000  tonnes 
1986  79  000  tonnes 
1987  77  000  tonnes 
1988  75  000  tonnes 
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and  the  1  evy. ' proposed  was  87. 28  ECU/ 1  00  kg  or  25  X  of  the  Un I ted 
Kingdom  lnterv~ntlon price. 
The  council  adopted  Regulation  CEEC)  No  3667/83 of  19  December  1983, 
a  modified  vef'slon  of  the  proposal  which  provided  for  the  Import  of 
;,_{'< 
13  833  tonnes  ln January  and  February  1984  to which  a  special  levy  of 
87,28  ECU/100  kg  should apply. 
The  Regulation  laid  down  that  the  Council,  before  1  March  1984,  on 
the  basis  of  a  proposal  from  the  Commission  would  review  the 
functioning  of  the  arrangements  with  a  view  to  a  decision  on  the 
arrangements  for  the  Import  of  New  Zealand  butter  after  29  February 
'ii~'-.~ 
1984  (see  Anne~·  IV) . 
Prolonged  discussions  lri  the  Council  led  to  the  adoption  of 
Regulations  CEEC)  Nos  : 
~-, 
551/84  of  28  February  which  extended  the  period  to  Include  March 
1984  and  Increased  the quantity  to  20  750  tonnes 
864/84  of  31  March  1984  which  further  extended  the  period  to 
include  April  and  May  1984,  Increased  the  quantity  to  34  583 
tonnes  and·~replaced the  levy  of 87,28 by  77,98  ECU/100  kg 
1384/84  Wh;hch  extended  the  period  to  Include  June  and  July  1984 
# 
and  Increased  the  quantity  to 48  416  tonnes,  and-finally 
>"" 
2007/84  wtlch  fixed  the  quantity  for  the  calendar  yearr  1984  at 
83  000  tonnes,  for  1985  at  81  000  tonnes  and  for  1986  at 
79  000  tonr:ct) .  • - 8  -
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This  latter  Regulation  laid  down  certain guidelines: for  the  future, 
notably  :  .· 
•1.  For  the  1987  and  1988  calendar  years  the  Councl'  shall,  after  a 
report  from  the  Commission  on  the  market  situation  and  acting 
i 
unanimously  on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  dete~mlne before 
1 August  of  the  previous  year  the  quantltle•  which  may  be 
Imported  to  following  year. 
2.  The  Council,  acting  by  a  qualified  maJority  on  a  proposal  from 
the  Commission  may  temporarily  reduce  the  quantities  referred  to 
In  paragraph  1  In  order  to  prevent  serious  disruption  of  the 
United  Kingdom  butter  market,  particularly  In  the  case  of  a 
substantial  fall.  In  direct  butter  consumption. 
3.  Before  i  August  1988  the  Council,  acting  unanimously  on  a 
proposal  from  the  Commission  accompanied  by  a  report,  shall  take 
a  decIsion  on  the  maIntenance  of  the  except lona I  arrangements 
from  1  January  1989." 
The  Commission  submitted  Its  proposal  for  the  years  1987  and  1988  In 
COM  (86)  451  Final  dated  18  July  1986  and  Its  report  In 
COM  86  354  Final  dated  15  JuJy  1986. 
The  quantities proposed  were  77  000  tonnes  for  1987  and  75  000  tonnes 
for  1988.  The  Council  In  Regulation  CEEC)  No  2335/86  approved 
quantities of  76  500  tonnes  for  1987  and-74  500  tonnes  for  1988. 
The  Regu I  at I  on  a I  so  provIded  that  "The  Counc II  act lng  by  a  qua I If  led 
majority  on  a  proposal  from  the  Commission  shall  adjust  the  rate of 
special  levy  In  I lne  with modifications  In  the conditions under  which 
Intervention  takes place." 
This  report  fulfills  the  requirement  laid  down  In  Article  2  (3)  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3667/83  concerning  a  decision  on  the maintenance 
of  the exceptional  arrangements  from  1  January  1989. 9. 
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The  following  table  sets  out  annual  Import  allowances  fixed  by  the 
-- -
Counc II  from  1973  to  1988.  together  with  the  actual  Imports  during 
that  same  period. 
DEVELOPMENT  OF  NEW  ZEALAND  BUTTER  QUOTA  AND 
IMPORTS  INTO  THE  U.K.  IN  THE  PERIOD  1973  TO  1988 
CJ.W.IT'ITY  REDlX:TI~ co.PARED  TO  PREVIOOS  YEARS 
Year  Q.r::>ta  1111Xlf" ted  of \'1\lch  GU:>ta  llq:)OI"tS 
ctomes>  <tomes>  lllC!er  IPA$0 >  ctqms)  (t(lJ)9S) 
1973  165  811  131  957  n.a. 
1974  158 902  131  805  n.a.  6 9C9  151 
1975  151  994  123 460  n.a.  69CS  8345 
1976  145  a35  122  626  n.a.  69(9  834 
1977  138 176  116 973  n.a.  69(9  5653 
1978  125  000  122  003  7  13  176  +  So:x> 
1979  120  000  115  789  23  5 000  6 214 
1~  95 000  100  495  33  25 000  - 15  294 
1981  94 000  101  912  410  1 000  +  1  417 
1982  92 000  ff7 fM7  279  2 000  - 14  CS5 
1983  ff7  000  91  2C6  2 555  5  000  +  3359 
1984  83 000  85145  ·1  442  2 000  6 CS1 
1985  81  000  n  439  6  2  000  77a3 
1986  79 000  82  576  2 000  +  5 137 
1987  76  500  76  500  2 500  6  518 
1988  74  500  2 000  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
(-)  In  the  early  years  the  Import  allowance  was  not  fully  utilised, 
partly due  to a  shortage of  supply  and  partly because  New  Zealand 
wanted  to m•;fntaln outlets other  than  the  United Kingdom. 
i 
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II.  SIGNIFICANT  EvENTS  INFLUENCING  THE  MILK  SECJQB  SINCE  THE  LAST  BEPORJ  IN 
JULY  1988. 
1.  In  December  1986.  the Community  suspended  temporarily a  further  5.5 X 
of  the  guaranteed  quantities  of  milk.  This  temporary  suspension  was 
In  addition  to  the  3  X reduction  In  deliveries  due  to  the  cessation 
premium  Introduced  In  April  1988.  and  the  1  X reduction  In  deliveries 
due  to more  efficient  Implementation of  the quota  system also decided 
In  December  1986. 
The  total  reduction  was  therefore  about  9.5  x.  equivalent  to  a 
quantity of  ml  lk  well  In  excess of  New  Zealand's  total  deliveries. 
Besides  In  December  1988  the  Intervention system was  modified  to play 
Its  Intended  role  In  the milk sector- that of  a  safety net. 
In  April  1988  a  decision  to  extend  the  quota  system  for  a  further 
three  years  was  taken  and  the  modified  and  much  reduced  Intervention 
system  was  maintained.  One  of  the  consequences  of  these  measures  Is 
that  the  market  Is  playing  a  fuller  role  In  establishing  the  prices 
of  dairy  products.  Intervention  Intake of  skimmed  milk  powder  Is  zero 
and  of  butter  Is  practically as  low. 
The  combined  effect  of  these  modifications  since  1986  Is  deliveries 
In  1988  will  be  over  8  million  tonnes  or  almost  8%  lower.  butter 
production wll 1 be  down  by  over  460  thousand  tonnes or  21%  lower  and 
SMP  production will  be  down  by  34%. 
Publ lc  butter  stocks  have  fallen  from  1.2 mil I ion  tonnes  In  June  1986 
to  350.000  In  Jull  1988 due.  In  large measure  to the special  disposal 
progranne  which  Is  now  complete.  Skimmed  milk  powder  stocks  In  the 
same  period fell  from  907.000  tonnes  to  les& than 40.000  tonnes. 
2.  In  New  Zealand  In  1984  the  government  began  to  Implement  a  wide 
ranging  set  of  programmes  designed  to  remove  Impediments  to 
competItIon  and  Improve  resource  a llocat Jon  In  a II  sectors  of  the 
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As  a  result,  over  70  X of  gross  agricultural  production  (of  mainly 
exported  commodities)  In  New  Zealand  receives  world  market  prices, 
cushioned  only  by  fully  producer-funded  and  operated  stabilisation 
schemes.  In  liberalising  Its  economy  and  Improving  resource 
allocation,  the Government  has  removed  the expectation that  they wl!l 
always  compensate  farmers  for  low  agricultural  prices  or  climatic 
disasters. 
over  the  past  year  the  general  trend  In  policy  changes  Is  clearly  In 
1 lne  with  a  more  liberal,  market-oriented  approach.  For  dairy 
products.  no  government  or  consumer  funded  price  and  Income  support 
has  occurred since 1986. 
However,  changes  to  the  role of  producer  boards  required  large  once-
for-all  wrlte-offs  In  1986  of  debt  built-up  up  to  1983  for  dairy 
products. 
Changes  are  currently  underway  that  confirm  the  removal  of  alI 
government  Intervention  from  any  future  price  fixing  the  producer 
boards  may  undertake,  remove  the  requirements  for  the  boards  to  seek 
ministerial  approval  for  certain  functions  and  remove  all  producer 
board  access  to  concesslonal  or  commercial  government  credit 
facilities.  As  a  result,  production  of  these  commodities  will  be 
responding  only  to world  prices  and  consumers  wl  II  pay  world  prices. 
Following  the  effects  of  the  wrlte-offs,  budget  expenditure  will 
return  to  Its  previous  downward  trend,  a  trend  enhanced  by  the 
progressive  introduction  of  charges  for  government  extension, 
Inspection  and  research  services  and  the  removal  of  Input  subsidies. 
Important  reductions  In  tax  concesssion  to  agriculture  have  also 
reduced  agricultural  subsidies  as  have  progressive  increases  In 
Interest  rates  up  to  market  levels  on  concesslonal  government 
lending. 
The  various  1Weasures  taken,  as  noted  above,  are  estimated  to 
'IIi'  approxImate 1  y  'ha 1  ve  agr I  cui tura  1  support,  and  thIs,  comb 1  ned  wl th 
historically  low  world  prices,  has  led  to  reduced  Incomes  for  many 
farmers  and  a  rapid  decline  In  the  land  values  of  farms  producing 
products  that  previously received  higher  levels of  assistance. ----- .... 
- 10  -
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As  a  result  the  government  Initiated  some  short-term  restructuring 
pot'lcles  ~Including  the  Rural  Bank  Dlsceu~tlng  Scheme  Whereby  the 
equity  posIt I  on  of  the  farmer  Is  Improved  and  a  grant  scheme  to 
assist  the departure of  no  longer  profitable farmers.  Diversification 
Into  more  profitable  products  has  also  occurred  without  government 
Involvement. 
The  f luld  milk  Industry  has  undergone  substantIa  I  deregulatIon  wl th 
farmers  and  processors  now  negotiating  prices  which  were  previously 
set  by  the  government. 
3.  The  u.s.  has  come  on  to  the  world  dairy  markets  through  Its  Export 
Enhancement  Programme.  It  has  .~lso  reduced  production  through  Its 
Dairy  Termination  Programme  and  price  reduction  but  the  decrease  In 
deliveries  In  1987  will  be  replaced  by  an  Increase  In  deliveries  In 
1988. 
4.  The  prospect  of  Bovine  Somototropln  (BST)  Increasing  world  milk 
output  looms  large  on  the  horizon.  The  prospect  of  an  equal  and 
opposite consumer  reaction  Is also great. 
5.  Both  Community  and  u.s.  publ lc  stocks  of  dairy  products  have 
decreased  substantIa II y  a I though  U.s.  stocks  are  begInnIng  to  bu II d 
up  again or  were  doing  so  until  the  recent  drought .. 
6.  The  •inimum  prices  fixed  In  the  context  of  the  International  Dairy 
Arrangement  were  Increased  twice  for  milk  powders  and  cheese  In 
September  987  and  In  March  1988  and  for  butter  and  butterol I  In  March 
1988.  A further  increase  Is being suggested  for  September  1988. 
7.  Since  mld-1986  the  New  Zealand  dollar  has  revalued  against  the 
Australian  dollar  by  almost  12  %,  and  against  the  u.s.  dollar  by 
about  26  X.  It  has  devalued  agalns~ the  Japanese  Yen  by  6  s,  against 
~he Deutsch  Mark  by  over  4  X and against  the  ECU  by  ~ver 1 s. 
a.  The  Community  has  taken  the  necessary  decisions  to  enable  the 
completion of  their  Internal  market  by  the end of  1992. - 11  -




1.  In  1987  mille  deliveries  In  the  U.K.  were  some  850.000  tonnes  less 
than  In  1986  equivalent  to  about  38.250  tonnes  of  butter  and  about 
1.840.000  tonnes  less  than  In  1983  equivalent  to  some  82.800  tonnes 
of butter. 
Cont lnulng  the  comparIson  between  1986  and  1987  shows  that  butter 
production  In  the  U.K.  fell  by  47.000  tonnes,  butter  Imports  from 
Member  States fell  by  18.150  tonnes,  Imports  from  New  Zealand  fell  by 
6.070  tonnes  (though  by  only  930  tonnes  compared  to  the  1985  level) 
and  exports  to  Non  Member  countries  Increased  by  1.200  tonnes.  The 
percentage  chan~es  In  1987  compared  to  1986  of  the  data  given  In 
Annex  V  are as  follows 
1987/1988 
U.K.  deliver les  5.4 % 
Butter  production  - 21 .1  % 
Imports  from  Member  States  - 28.2 % 
2.  Total  butter  consumption  In  the  U.K.  Is  cont inulng  to  decline.  From 
the  peale  of  489.000  tonnes  reached  In  1975  consumption  has  fa! len  to 
250.000  tonnes  In  1987,  a  reduction of  49  %. 
Since  1985  total  butter  consumption  has  fallen  by  12.3  %  and  Is 
expected  to  fal I  by  a  further  8  % In  1988.  The  graph  below  shows  the 
development 
1987. 
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The  main  reason  given  In  1983  for  the  decline  In  butter  consumption 
was  the  prIce  development.  The  fIrst  hand  se Ill  ng  prIce  for  home 
produced  bulk  butter  In  June  1983  was  UK  £  2.150/tonne  compared  to 
U.K.  £  362/tonne  in  January  1973.  An  almost  sixfold  Increase  in price 
led  to  a  28.5  X  decrease  In  consumption  or  on  average  2.85  %  per 
annum. 
The  relat lve  prIces  of  butter  and  margar lne  have  changed  slightly 
since  the  last  report  when  the  ratio of butter  to margarine price was 
2.1  to  1.  This  ratio  Is  now  2.4  to  1.  The  ratio  In  1972  was  1  :  1. 
Other  factors  contributing  to  the  decline  In  butter  consumption  are 
the  substantial  amount  of  money  spent  on  margarine  advertising  and 
promotional  perceptions  on  health  Issues  and  the  lack  of 
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While  the margarine  share of  the  U.K.  total  yellow fats  market  seems 
to  have  stab  111 zed  the  butter  share  lri  that  market  cont lnues  to 
decline  to  the  advantage of  full-fat  and  low-fat  spreads and  half  fat 
butters.  From  1985  to  1987  It  Is  estimated  that  the  share  of  these 
three products went  respectively  from  2.7  ~to 7.1  ~.  from  0  to 5.9  ~ 
and  from  0% to 0.1  %. 
3.  In  1987  the  U.K.  level  of  self  sufficiency  In  the  butter  sector  was 
70.8% compared  to  a  level  of  88.1  %  In  1986.  However.  In  those  same 
two  years  the  Community's  level  of  self  sufficiency  was  117.9  %  In 
1987  and  134.9 % In  1986. 
4.  Despite  the  low  level  of  self  sufficiency  Intervention  purchase  of 
butter  In  the  U.K.  were  substantial.  In  1986  almost  97.000  tonnes 
were  bought  Into  Intervention and  In  1987  almost  75.000  tonnes. 
Butter  stocks  In  the  U.K.  are  at  their  lowest  level  since  about  mid 
1983.  The  end  of  year  public stocks  developed  as  follows: 
1982  1983  1985  1986  1987  30.06.1988 
14.269  108.332  200.835  248.933  160.380  89.300 
Stocks of  butter  In  the  U.K .. subJect  to private storage aid contracts 
at  the  end  of  June  1988  amounted  to  about  14.000  tonnes. 
5.  U.K.  exports  of  butter  In  1987  show  a  dramatic  rise  as  can  be  seen 
from  Annex  VI  but  the  bulk  of  this  quantity  was  Intervention  butter 
being  moved  to  the  Netherlands  and  Belgium  for  Incorporation  Into 
animal  feed.  Exports  to  Member  States  in  1986  amounted  to  almost 
28.000  tonnes  and  In  1987  to  almost  125.500  tonnes.  Exports  to  3rd 
countries  In  1987  amounted  to  3.306  tonnes,  well  below  the  peak  of 
11.377  tonnes  reached  In  1983. 
U.K.  butter  Imports  have  fallen  from  a  peak of over  ~4.000 tonnes  In 
1975  to  122.660  tonnes  In  1987,  a  decrease  of  almost  75  %.  However 
wh I I  e  Imports  from  Member  States  fe II  by  87  X  Imports  from  New 
Zealand  fell  by  39%.  The  New  Zealand  share  In  U.K.  butter  Imports 
was  at  62.4  ~  ·~  1987  compared  to 38.9  ~  In  1977  and  56  % In  1985. - 14  -
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6.  The  official  market  prices  recorded  In  the  U.K.  show  that  wholesale 
-·· 
prices  for  bulk  butter  tended  to  fall  from  1983  to mid  1987  and  then 
began  to  Increase.  They  Increased  substant Iaiiy  In  1988.  The  U.K. 
f 
wholesale  price  for  butter  In  small  packs  fluctuated  less  but 
followed  the  same  pattern.  The  wholesale price of  New'  Zealand  butter 
In  small  packs  decreased  by  far  more  than  the  U.K.  price  and  stayed 
at  lower  levels  for  much  longer. 
The  difference  between  the  price  of  U.K.  butter  and  New  zealand 
butter  In  smal I  packs  In  June  1988  was  UK  £  154  to  UK  £  194/tonne 
(see Annex  VIII). 
In  1987  the  retail  selling price of  New  Zealand butter  In  small  packs 
was  about  4.4%  less  than  that  for  U.K.  butter  In  small  packs.  The 
gap  was  slightly  less  when  the  average  price of  all  types  of  butter 
In  small  packets was  compared  to  the  New  Zealand  price  (Annex  IX). 
7.  New  Zealand  butter  can  sell  at  lower  prices  than  Community  butter 
both  at  wholesale  and  retail  because  the  margin  for  'manoeuvre'  Is 
much  greater  given  the  cost  price  of  Imported  butter  compared  to 
Community  butter.  The  cost  price  of  New  Zealand  butter  Is  the  world 
market  price  plus  the  reduced  levy.  The  cost  price  of  Community 
butter  Is  the  Intervention  price.  Given  the  relatively  high  ex-
factory  price  (which  must  not  vary  greatly  from  the  Intervention 
price)  vis-a-vis  the  price  of  Imported  butter  the  Community 
manufacturer  has  little  scope  to  cut  prices  to  distributors  who  In 
turn  could  cut  prices  to retailers to gain market  share. 
The  New  Zea I  and  DaIry  Board  (NZDB)  has  Imported  butter  at  a  much 
lower  cost  and  consequently  has  greater  room  for  manoeuvre  with 
distributors  and  retailers'  margins.  Furthermore,  the  New  Zealand 
Dairy  Board's  position on  the  U.K.  market  Is  strong with  almost  43% 
of  the  household/catering sales plus cheese sales compared  with other 
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1.  The  dairy  cow  number  In  New  Zealand  on  31  January  1988  was  estimated 
by  the  New  Zealand  Dairy  Board  to  be  2.286  mil I ion  head  or  0.2  % 
above  the  January  1987  figure.  The  New  Zealand  Department  of 
Agriculture suggests  that  the  trend of  Increasing cow  numbers  through 
the  1980's  reached  a  peak  of  2.27 mil lion at  June  1987  and  estimated 
the  June  1988  number  at  2.26 mtl lion.  The  biggest  single  Increase  In 
New  Zealand  cow  numbers  In  the past  fourteen  years  took  place between 
January  1985  and  January  1986.  In  fact  between  January  1983  and 
January  1986  daIry  cow  numbers  In  New  Zea I  and  I  ncr  eased  by  10.6  % 
(see Annex  X table  1). 
2.  Between  June  1986  and  June  1988,  the  number  of  dairy  company 
suppliers  with  ten  cows  or  more  decreased  by  400  to  14100,  the 
average  herd  size  Increased  by  2  to  152,  the  average  milk  yield 
del lvered  to  a  dairy  decreased  by  76  lltres  to  3.301  kg/cow  and  the 
average  fat  content  decreased  by  0.04% to  4.74  %. 
3.  The  New  Zealand  ml  lie  price  paid  to  producers  has  fluctuated 
considerably  In  recent  years  (Annex  XI).  At  the  beginning  of  each 
season  a  basic  value  of  whole  ml  lk  at  the  farm  gate  Is  fixed  In  New 
Zealand  ceflts  per  kilogram  of  mllkfat.  This  price  may  be  amended 
during  the  year  or  there  may  be  an  end  of  season  distribution 
depending  on  market  conditions.  In  June  1986  when  the  question  of 
access  was  last  considered  a  basic  price of  225  NZ  cents/kg  milk  fat 
was  announced.  This  prIce  represented  a  drop  of  over  40  %  on  the 
prev lous  years  tot  a I.  It  was  amended  dur lng  the  year  to  arr 1 ve  at  a 
total  price  for  the  year  of  320  NZ  cents/kg  ml lkfat,  a  decrease  on 
the  previous  season  of  20  %  or  tess  than  half  the  announced 
reduction.  The  total  pay-out  for  the  1987/88  season  was 
360  NZ  cents/leg  mi lkfat  or  about  50  cents  higher  than  the  basic 
price. 
Th~  basic  price  announced  for  the  1988/89  season  Is 
360  NZ  cents/kg mllkfat  but  It  Is  expected  that  the  total  pay-out  for 
the  season  wl  I l  be  420  NZ  cents/kg. 
... - 16  -
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Farm  gate  milk  prices  In  New  Zealand  In  the  1986/87  to  1988/89 
marketing  years  will  have  Increased  by  31.3%.  The  expectation  ln  New 
Zealand  Is  that  there  will  be  real  Increases  In  the  NZ  $  value  of 
dairy exports as  a  result of  improved  world  market  prices. 
4.  Milk  deilverles  In  New  Zealand during  the 1987/88 season  Increased by 
11.1%  but  are  still  about  4%  below  the  peak  reached  In  1985/86. 
Ml  lk  deliveries are  Influenced by  price,  which  depends  firstly on  the 
world  market  price  of  dairy  products  In  US  $  terms  and  secondly  on 
the exchange  rate.  and  by  climate. 
Following  the  trends  In  mille  deliveries  and  production  of  various 
dairy  products  In  New  Zealand  has  become  more  difficult since some  of 
the series studied  for  the  last  report  are no  longer  pubi lshed  In  the 
Monthly  Abstract  of Statistics. 
In  the  year  to  June  1986  with  2.22  ml  I lion  cows  a  total  of 
350.000  tonnes  of  milk  fat  were  processed  from  which  295.000  tonnes 
of  butter  were  produced  wherein  In  the  year  to  June  1988  with 
2.26  ml  II !on  cows  a  total  of  250.000  tonnes  of  butter  were  produced. 
See  Annex  XII  and  XII  I. 
It  seems  reasonable  that  with  4000  more  cows  In  1988/89  than  In 
1985/86  and  with  higher  world  market  prices  for  ml  lk  products  coupled 
with  the  deregulation  of  cereals  Imports  Into  New  Zealand  leading  to 
higher  levels  of  concentrated  feeding,  that  the  New  Zealand  milk  fat 
quantity  processed  could  exceed  the  350.000  tonne  level  reached  In 
1985/86. 
The  percentage  change  In  the  production  of  dairy  products  In  New 
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In  the  year  ended  May  1988  consumption  of  liQUid  milk  and  fresh 
products  Increased  by  almost  1  %,  consump~ton  of  butter decreased  by 
3.1  %  and  consumption  of  cheese  Increased  by  6.5  %.  The  consumption 
per  head  of  butter  Is  11.4 kg  and  of  cheese  Is 8.9 kg. 
s.  The  total  value  of  New  Zealand  dairy  exports  (see  Annex  XIV) 
(excluding  casein)  In  the  year  to  June  1987.  was  1417.3 million  NZ  $ 
or  2% above  the  previous  years  value. 
The  general  picture of  New  Zealand exports by  destination  Is given  In 
Annex  XV. 
In  1987,  SMP  exports  fel I  by  over  40.000  tonnes.  WMP  by  about 
6.000  tonnes,  buttermilk  powder  by  almost  1.550  tonnes,  butter  by 
over  3.000  tonnes  and  casein by  over  1.300 tonnes. 
Exports  of  butteroll  Increased  by  28  %  and  cheese  by  almost  1  %.  The 
increase  In  butterol I  exports  Is  due  to  Brazil  a  total  of 
41.381  tonnes  were  exported  during  the  1986/87  period  under  a  GATT 
International  Dairy  Arrangement  derogation  from  the Butter  Protocol. 
The  New  Zealand  exports of  cheese  and  whole  ml  lk  powder  In  the  period 
from  1984  and  1987  Increased  by  over  16  %  and  almost  50  % 
respectively.  These  products  contain  Important  Quantities  of  milk 
fat. 
The  share  of  total  exports  accounted  for  by  dairy  products  and  eggs 
has  gone  from  17.4  %  In  1973  to  12  %  in  1987.  Exports  In  other 
sectors  have  expanded  at  a  faster  pace  than  In  agrlculture.See 
Annex  XVI. 
6.  The  Importance  of  the  U.K.  as  a  destination  for  New  Zealand  butter 
can  be  measured  In  volume  or  value  terms. 
For  the  year  ended  June  1987  and  the  eleven  month  per !''1  ended 
31  May  1988  the  exports  of  butter  to  the  U.K.  are  compared  to  the 
total  exports  of  butter  and  to  the  butter  eQuivalent  of  both  butter 
and  butteroll  exports  together  In  volume  and  In  value  terms  (Annex 
XV I l  and  XV I I I ) . - 18  -
The  "U.K.  share"  can  be  summarized  as  follow~ 
1987  :  1~ 
:Vbii.IJIS  :  Value  :  \blune  : Value 
: Total  NEM  Zealand 
: Butter exports  : 48.7  58.5  45.1  63.6 
: 
: Total  NEM  Zealand  : 
: B.J.tter  and Elltteroll  : 
: exports  In  t:utter 
: eQJ.Ivalent  :  32.1  45.5  32.9  52.7 
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The  Increase  In  the  Importance  of  the  U.K.  In  1988  In  value  terms  Is 
because  the  average  FOB  price  of  butter  Intended  for  the  U.K. 
Increased  and  that  for  othar  destinations decreased. 
Butter  exports  to  the  U.K.  accounted  for  13.2% of  all  dairy  produce 
exports  In  1987  (to  June)  and  for  less  than  2  % of  total  exports of 
New  Zealand  produce  In  that  same  year. 
7.  Tr  ada  between  the  CommunIty  and  New  Zea I and  Is  IncreasIng.  : n  the 
period  1985  (June  year)  to  1987  New  Zealand  exports  to  the  Community 
Increased  by  20.1  %  and  imports  from  the  Community  by  11.6  %.  The 
vaiu6  of  U.K.  exports  Increased  by  9.2  X  and  Imports  by  7.1  %  (see 
Annex  XIX  and  XX).  The  dectrne  In  the  Importance  of  the  Community  as 
an  export  destination  for  New  Zealand  has  been  halted.  The  Community 
In  1987  (June  year)  accounted  for  21.8  X  of  New  Zealand  exports 
compared  to  19  %  In  1985.  The  decline  In  the  Importance  of  New 
Zealand  as  a  destination  for  Co~mlty exports  has  also  been  halted. 
In  1987  (June  year)  23.6  % of  New  Zealand's  Imports  were  accounted 
for  by  the Community  compared  to  20%  In  1985.  The  U.K.'  share of  New 
Zealana's  Imports  and  exports  remains  constant  at  around  9  X  while 
other  Membar  States are  Increasing  their  trade  with  New  Zealand  (see 
Annex  XXI). Vl/3859/88 
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1.  In  1988,  milk  deliveries  In  the  Community  are  expected  to  be  almost 
7  million  tonnes  less  than  In  1985  a  year  In  which  del lverles  were 
already  3.4  million  tonnes  lower  than  In  1983  - a  decrease  In  the 
whole  period of  almost  10 x.  A further  decrease of 1.8 million tonnes 
of  milk  equivalent  to  about  82.000  tonnes  of  butter  Is  forecast  for 
1989,  the  year  for  which  New  Zealand  butter  access  Is  now  being 
examined. 
2. 
In  1986  butter  product ton  In  the  Community  amounted  to  2.2  million 
tonnes.  In  1988  It  Is  expected  to  be  some  25  X  less  than  In  1986.  (In 
fact  estimates  range  from  a  21  "decline  to  a  25"  decline.)  A 
further  reduction of  53.000 tonnes  Is  forecast  for  1989. 
Between  1986  and  1988 dairy cow  numbers  In  the Community  are expected 
to  fall  by  almost  2.5  million  head,  milk  deliver les  used  for  fresh 
products  are  expected  to  Increase  by  465.000  tonnes,  cheese 
production  Is  expected  to  Increase  by  163.000  tonnes,  skimmed  mill< 
powder  production  Is  expected  to  decrease  by  744.000  tonnes,  whole 
milk  powder  production  Is  expected  to  Increase  by  107.000  tonnes, 
condensed  ml  lk  will  decrease  by  67.000  tonnes  and  casein  w!l I 
Increase  by  about  19  %.  Details of  supplies  and  production  are  given 
In  Annex  XX I I • 
These  reductions  In  throughput  have  left  the  Community  Industry  w!th  . 
considerable  surplus  capacity  especially  for  the  manufacture  of 
butter.  The  reductions  In  throughput  have  also  I lfted  the  prices paid 
to  producers  to  bring  them  closer  to  the  target  price.  The  pr!ces  of 
ml  lk  products  have  also  Increased.  The  butter  price  in  DenmarK  Is  at 
a  level  of  100.8% of  the  Intervention price. 
Intervention  purchases  of  butter  since  the  beginning  of  1988  !"!<.IVa 
amounted  to  about  19.000  tonnes  and  no  SMP  was  bought.  Purchases  in 
1987  amounted  to  368.000  tonnes of  butter  and  60.000  tor.nes  -::;MP. 
The  public stock situation has  also  Improved  conslderabl~.  T~$ butte: 
stock  available  for  sale on  30  June  1988  amounted  to  3~',-'· 
and  the  corresponding  amount  of  SMP  was  40.000  ')nnos. - 20  -
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On  the corresponding date  In  1987  the butter  stock was  916.000  tonnes 
and  that  for  SPAP  787.000  tonnee.  In  June  1988  the  butter  stock 
amounted  to  1.177 million  tonnes  and  that of  SMP  907.000  tonnes. 
The  substantial  Improvement  In  the  stock  situation  Is  due  to  the 
traditional  subsidized sales on  the  Internal  market  but expeclally to 
the  special  disposal  measures  for  which  the  Council,  In  February 
1987.  made  financial  provision  for  the  disposal  of  1.030.000  tonnes 
of old butter. 
3.  Community  exports on  to an  expanding  world  market  for  dairy  products 
In  1987  showed  substantial  Increases  on  1986.  The  Increases  were  as 
follows  whole  milk  powder  +  18  "·  skimmed  milk  powder  +  65  x. 
butter  +  63  %,  butterol I  +  49  %,  cheese  +  6.5  X,  casein  and 
caselnates  +  37  X.  It  should  be  noted  that  In  1986  the  Community 
exported  77.000  tonnes  of  butter  commercially.  Imports  In  that  same 
year  amounted  to  over  85.000  tonnes  making  the  Community  a  net 
Importer  of  butter  In  a  year  when  Intervention  purchases  amounted  to 
655.000  tonnes. 
4.  New  Zealand  has  become  more  Important  as  a  WMP  producer  relative  to 
the  CommunIty  than  was  the  case  In  1985  as  can  be  seen  In  Annex 
XX Ill. '• 
VI.  WQRLD  MARKET  SITUATION  - 21  -
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The  world  market  situation  for  dairy  products  Is  characterized  by 
strengthening  prices.  The  Com.mlty  took  the  Initiative  following  the 
successful  Implementation  of  Its  production  controls  and  stock  disposal 
measures  to  request.  on  two  occasions.  Increases  In  the  GATT-IDA  min lma 
for  dairy products. 
The  development  of  these  prices  since  the  last  report  has  been  very 
positive  to  positive;  very  positive  for  powders  but  less  positive  for 
butter  and  butteroll  as can  be seen  from  the following  table: 
~  c:R  ~TT-104  IIIN1lot.M  PRICES 
us Sit 
5.CIJ.85  2.10.88  25.<l5.87  23.(11.87  23.03.88 
SMP  600  600  755  825  900 
WMP  ~  aao  900  950  100) 
attter  100)  100)  1CX:O  100)  1100 
a.ttteroll  1200  1200  1200  1200  1325 
0-.eese  100)  103)  1030  1120  1200 
The  supply  of  milk  In  the  OECD  countries  In  1988  Is  expected  to  fall 
sl lghtly  to about  208 million  tonnes or  almost  7 million  tonnes  less  than 
In  1986.  However  It  Is worth  noting  that  when  world  market  prices were  at 
previous  high  levels  In  1980/81  that  the  supply  In  OECD  countries 
amounted  to about  198-199  ml  Ilion tonnes of milk  (see Annex  XXIV). 
For  powders  and  certain  cheeses  the  current  market  prices  are 
substantially  In  excess of  the minima  ;  for  butter  and  butteroll  however 
this  Is  not  yet  the case. 
The  world  market  for  dairy  products  expanded  In  1987  and  the  Community 
Increased  Its share  ;  the maJor  gains  In  1987  were  on  the  butter  and  SMP 
markets  where  In  earlier years  losses were  the greatest  (see Annex  XXV). -. 
- ~ 
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In  1987  New  Zealand  experienced  a  gr6wth  rate  In  gross  domestic  product 
of  1.9  %.  The  active  population  numbers  1.329 million  people  of  which 
11.1  %  are  engaged  In  agrIculture,  32.4  s  In  Industry  and  56.8  %  In 
services.  The  proportion  engaged  frt  agriculture  has  fallen  over  the 
years. 
New  Zealand's  efforts  at  dIvers I flcat ion  have  y le  1  ded  posl t I  ve  results 
In  a  number  of areas. 
In  an  expanding  economy  with  Increasing  exports  the  share  of 
manufacturing  Is  Increasing; 
In  1973  pract I  ca IIY  a II  New  Zealand  butter  exported  was  sa 1  ted 
butter.  In  1988  exports  of  unsalted  butter  were  almost  as  high  as 
exports of salted butter.  To  sell unsalted butter  ft  was  necessary to 
find  new  markets. 
exports  of  cheese  and  whole  milk  powder  have  Increased  considerably 
In  recent  years. 
The  New  Zealand  Dairy  Board  has  purchased  distribution companies  (In 
the  u.s.  and  In  Chile)  which  enable  greater  return on  exports  which 
does  not  appear  In  the  FOB  value. Vl/3859/88 
17. 10.88 
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1.  In  the  period  for  which  access  Ia  being examined  the  COmmunity  and  world 
market  for  dairy  products  could  be  significantly  different  from  the 
current  situation.  World  market  prfces  In particular  are  Increasing  and 
community  supplies  are  going  to decrease  further.  Price  lnc~;~ses on  the 
world  market  for  dairy products- all other  things  being  eQU«,i  -lead to 
a  reduct ion  In  Community  export  refunds.  An  Increase  fn  :WOrt,d  aarket 
pr 1  ces  1  ncr  eases  dIrect I y  the  returns  to  New  Zea l.and  ;traders, 
;:,·-;  ;' 
manufacturers  and  producers.  ConeeQUent IY  Incomes  must  rise ··-aftd  ~possibly 
also milk production. 
2.  Butter  consumpt ton  In  the  U.K.  has  taHen  by  over  20  X  In  t.he  .past  two 
year  and  Is expected  to fall  by  a  further  13 X In 1988. 
3.  The  share  In  U.K.  butter  Imports  hs.ld  by  the  Netpber  StatM' fell  by  24  % 
In  the  1985  to 1987 period. 
4.  The  Community's  production  control  .restrictions  have  ~e.4:1  to  price  .  ·:...  ',_,~;' 
Increases  on  the  Internal  market  and  substantial  lncreaaes;:;;c)n  the  world 
\  ···(::.·';?;_·.~-
market  for  dairy products.  They  have  also  led to algnlfl.~tdecreases In 
butter production. 
'~:. 
5.  Taking  these  factors  Into consideration,  the commtsalon  te PlJ'POS"Ing  that 
6. 
access  continue.  to  be  provided  for  New  Zealand  butter  uito  tile  U.K. 
market  for  the  next  four  years  but,  of  course,  at  a  reduct4  level.  The 
largest  reduction  would  take  place  In  the  first  year.  ·!he  .specific 
Ji:~--·  • 
proposal  Is  that  the  quantities be  established as  followa ~~' 
1989  64.500  t 
1990  61.340  t 
1991  58.170  t 
1992  55.000  t 
In  view  of  the  reduction  In  the  quantities  to  be  Imported  the 
Commission  Is also  proposing  that  the  special  levy  for  butter  be  reduced 
to 45.83  ECU/100  kg  from  1  January  1989. • 
~ I. Tho Unltocl Xla.Jdorp b  authoriucf. as a traualtfoG&I  ai"JUUC~:DCDI. 
lO Import from Newt Zcalalld certaia quaatille.s of butter aa4 c:hoe.e. 
OQ tbe rollowiq terms. 
·' 
-1.  The quantities referred to in para,raph J shall bo: 
(II}  lD  re.pcct of butter, for the fint-ti;; yean: 
· 1973  16S II  1 metric  IODI 
1974  lSI 902 metric  (ODS 
I 97  S  1S 1 994  metric  to111 
1976  14S OIS  metric  tons 
1977  131176 metric toea-
(b}  iD  respect of chccae: 
1913  68 sao  metric tons 
~974  60 960  metric  tollS 
1915  45 no metric  tons 
1976  ...  30 480 metric  lollS 
1977  IS 240  metric  tons . 
The Council, actiDa by a qualified majority on a propoPI from the 
a:cnmission,  may  make  adjuslmcnlJ  between  those  quantltica  of 
bu::cr and chceae, provided that tho tonnaee cxprcued as milk equiv· 
alent corrcspondiDJ to  the  total  quantities laid down lor  thoiiC  two 
pr.:>ducu  for the year in que.stion  remains unaltered. 
J.  The quantitica of butter and cheese specified in paragraph 2 aball 
=~ imported  into the United Klnadom  at a  price the observa.nce ol 
.,.,ljch  must be g'.l&rantced at the c.i.f.  stage by New Zealand. That 
~:ice sbaJI  be fu:cd at a  level which enables New Zealand to realize 
1 ;::icc represenW1& the avcraac price obtained by that country on  the 
-·.:i'ed Kingdom ::11rket durinal969,.l970, 1971  li.Dd  1972.  . 
.t.  The product.s  i.::lported  into  the  Un.ltcd  K.inadom  In  accorda.tleo  ·! 
•:  :1:1  the provisio::u of this  Protocol may not become the aubject o(  · 
::.a,.COm.munity :.;·adc or of re-exportation to  th.ird  countries. 
J.  Spcelal Ievie&  &lWI be applied w Import& into the Un.lted  Kin&~ , 
.:! t.bc  qu&Dtit..iea  ot  Puller Ll1d  cheuo 1peeitled Ia Artlclo  t. Art!cls  ·j 
!S (I) (b) ol the AJ:t of ~loa  &hall  not be applicable.  ': 
2..  Tbe special  levies ahall  be  fixed  oa tho  basis  of the c.l.f. price  . 
~:.!erred to in A..rtido I (3)  1..11d o! the market price of tho producu iA 
G;.ution wlth.in ~  Un.itcd  Kinadom, at a  level such  u  w allow tho 
;;~l.lltities ol burt::r and cheese  to  be  effectively  marketed  without 
;:~ejudicina the ma:t.eti.aa ol Com.munity butter and cheese. 
The Council, ldin1 by a qualified majority on a proposal from LIM 
-· Coc:nmisslon,  ahaU  adopt  the measures  ncc.cuary  for i.mplemcnt.iQI 
Ar.:cle.s 1 and 2. 
Article 4 
Tbo C<lmmUJliry ahall continuo ita efforts to promot.O  tho  coad~~o 
r.ioa  ol an  lntcrnatiooa.l  aarccmcot  oa  milk  producta  10  that.  aa 
10011 as  possible, COAdition.t  on the world market may be improvod. 





J.  The Council  1hall, durius 1975, review the cituatlon u  resards 
butter In  the li&ht  of prevailia& conditionJ aad ol1Upply and demand 
development! in the maJor produclna aad coDSumial countries of tbe 
world, particularly in  the Com.munlty and In New Zulaod. Durios 
that review, amons the eoasideratloll.t to be taken Into  account shall 
be tbe following: 
(a)  progress towards Ill effective world agrecmellt on milk prod· 
ucl.l,  to  which the CoOlmun.ity and other important producina  and 
eo~Uumi.aB countries would be parties; 
(b)  tho  extent of New ~aod'a  proareas towards diversilication 
o!ltt economy and exports, it bein& undentood that tbc Community 
will atrive to puraue a commercial policy whJc:h  d~  no! run counter 
to th.is  progress. 
2.  Appropriate  mc.uur~ to  en.sure  the  maintenance alter 3 I  De·  · 
ccmber 1917  of cx.c:eptiona.l  a.tran&ements  in respect of lmporta  ot .. 
butter from New Zealan4, illcludirla the det.a.lls of ruc:h arranaement.s, 
aball be detenninecl by the Couacil, actina unan.itnously on a proposal 
from the Commwlo11, in the Ueht of lbat review.  · 
'  J.  After 31  Dec:cmber 1977, the exceptional am.naement.s lald down 





•' Annex  II 
TEXT  OF  THE  STATEMENT  ON  N.Z.  DAIRY  IMPORTS  ISSUED  FOLLOWING  THE 
EUROPEAN  COUNCIL  MEETING  IN  DUBLIN  10  MARCH  1975 
Teh  Heads  of  Government,  meeting  in  Council  at  Dublin  the  19th of M.arch, 
underline the  importance  which  they  attach to Protocol  18  of.the.Aet  of 
Accession,  as  regard the  relations of the Community  with  New  Zealan~; 
a_traditional  supplier  of dairy products  to a  substantial part"of the 
enlarged  Community. 
They  invite the  Commission  to present  a  report  in  order to prepare the 
review  provided  for  in  Art~cle 5  of the Protocol  and  to  submit  as  soon 
as  practicable  a  proposal  for  the maintenaince arter 31  st  December  1977 
of  special  import  arrangements  as  referred to in that article.  They 
observed that  the  institutions of the  Community  have  already carried out 
certain price adjustments  in  the  framework  of  the  Protocol.  In  the  same 
spirit,  the  Community,  which  remains  attached to a  fair  implementation 
of  the Protocol is ready  to  review periodically  and  as  necessary  to 
adjust  the prices  having  regard  to the  supply  and  demand  developments 
in  the  major  producing  and  consuming  countries of  the world,  and  alsQ 
to  the  Level  and  evolution of  prices  in the  Community  - including  inter-
vention  prices  - and  in  New  Zealand,  taking  moreover  into  account  cost 
developments  in  New  Zealand  and  trends  in  freight  charges. 
i 
As  regards  the  annual  quantities  to  be  established by  the  Community  insti-
tutions  in  the  framework  of  the special  arrangements  after  1977,  those 
should  not  deprive  New  Zealand  of outlets  ~hich are  essential  for  it. 
Thus  for  the period  up  to  1980,  these  annual  quantities  d~pending upon 
future  market  developments,  could  remain  close to effective deliveries 
under  Protocol  18  in  1974  and  the quantities  currently envisaged by 
New  Zealand  for  1975. 
They  note  that Protocol  18  provides  that  the exceptional  arrangements  for 
the  import  of  cheese  cannot  be  maintained  after 31st  December  1977;  and 
that this situation  and  the  problems  which  may  arise  from  it xill be 
given  due  attention  with  approp~iate urgency,  taking  into account  also 
the  considerations  in  the  following  paragraph. 
The  Heads  of  Government  note,  moreover,  that  New  Zealand  and  the  Community 
rogether  ~rovide the  major  part  of  world  exports  of  dairy  products.  They, 
therefore,  express  the  wish  that,  in  the  same  spirit  with  which  the 
:ommunity  approaches  tne  application of  Protocol  18,  an  ever  closer 
co-operation be  develc. ed  between  the  institutions  of the  Community  and 
the  New  Zeal  ?  ~  r~ties with  the objective of  promoting  in  their 
mutual  intere3~  . n  ordPrly  operation of  world  markets.  Such  a  co-operation, 
apart.fro~  "t~  l~pi  sic  value,  should  provide  a  basis  from  which  to achieve, 
in  a  wider  fr  :JOt'k,  the  conclusion of  an  e·r·fective  world  z:greement  such  as  2  r,  .... ANNEX  III 
-·· 
(A(IJ  whosr  pub/i(aliotr  is  obliJ:tllory) 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No  1655176 
of 29 June  1976 
extending  the  transitional  arrangements  for  th.e  import of New Zealand buucr 
into  rhc  United  Kingdom 
Till! COUNCil. GF TIIR  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
H~Ying rcg:Hd  to the Att or Accession (1 ),  and in puti· 
cube  .._,node  .S  (2)  of  Protocol  18,  hereinafter  called 
'the  l'rototol', 
Hning  regard  10  the  proposa[  from  the  Commission, 
Wh~rc~s the  said  Protocol  p~::vodc:s,  as  a  transitional 
ur~ngc:mcnt, that  the  United  Kingdom  is  authorized 
to  omport  (Crtaon  quantities o:  ~cw Ze~land bu:rcr on 
special  trrnH  !rom  ! '17.1  unr  ~  1977;  whc:re~s. under 
.  .r..~,;,Jc  .I  (2)  of  :he  Prorocoi,  a;ljHOpri~o~  oneaH:ro  10 
rn,urc:  the  mJII:tenance  ~ftc~  .ll  Dc<ernber  :977  ol 
rhc  occptionJI  l~r~ngcmc:ncs  .r.  resrcct  of  im?Orts of 
hutter  Jrorn  i'icw  Zealand,  .:-eluding  the  d~::::is  of 
"'ell  ur~ngcmcr.ts, shall  be  .::::crmineJ in  the  ::bill of 
:
1
1c  rcvocw  spcco!ocd  in  parJg'•:'lh  I  ol  the  abovcmen· 
o:oncd  Article; 
Wherea~  lhe  ..  European  Co~.;-cil,  at  its  meeting  in 
l)lllJlin  on  I()  March  I '17S,  !1:u  olre~dy fixed  a  ~ertain 
framework  !or the  s~id mc-asuces; whereas  it  was  indi· 
.-oocd  that,  depending  upon  future  market  c!eYclop· 
•ncnts,  the  aunu~l quantotics  :o  be  cst:tblished  under 
the  spccaal  arrangcmc.-nts  :~r  the  period  from  I 
.January  I ':17H  to  .II  Dc.-ccm:Xr  i9HO,  coult.l  rennin 
, !ose  10  the  quantities  <kla~crcJ  in  !974  unr.cr  the 
!'rorocol  and  the  quantaties  ~nvisaged  lor  :97 5  by 
New  Zcabnd ,, March  1975 ~  whereas  these  :;uanti· 
tics  amountct.l  to  117 J50  r.etric  tons  and  :25 000 
mcoric. tons; 
Whereas  in  order  to  ensure  c~ianccd market  supplies 
ol  buller  intended  for  direct  consumption  in  the 
United  Kingdom,  it  is  necessary  10  determine.  a 
pcrcc:n rage  to  be  observed  fc:  New  Zealand  !:aullcr; 
Q/hereu  a  percentage  of  2.!  "/a  corresponds  :o  the 
(')OJ  No  L  71,  l7  1.  1n2. p.' 
average  recorded  in  the  prc-tedinj:  ;'can i  where:u 
appropriate- mc:asures  must  be  taken  IU  ensure  th.at 
quanlitics  in cxcc:u of this  pcro:encagc:  carl  be:  used (01' 
purposes other than  direct  consumption ; 
Whereas  the:  criteria  envisaged  by  the  Europc2n 
Council in  Dublin for fixing the ci£  price, which  New 
Zealand  must guarantee to obscr:e, do not cover on!r 
the  production  cons  in  New  Zealand  and  the  tnns-
porc  costs  beween  New  Zealan.l  and  the  Unitcd 
Kingdom  but  also  take  into  a  :ount  supply  a"d 
demand  developments  in  the  m •.  or  producing  anti 
consuming countries of  the  world  ;os  well  as  the  level 
and  eYolution  or  prices  in  the  Community,  includ·~~ 
intervention  prkc-s; 
Whereas  the  special  levies  >ppliohle  to  imports  :>i 
butter  from  New  Zeal~nd inro  the  United  K:ngdcm 
shlll  be  fixed  ~~  a  level  ensuring  th3t  the  quanti(~) 
imponeJ  C3n  be  >Old  without  disturbing  the  mul:::: 
in  buller  ol  Com ""'unity  origin ; 
WhercJs  usc  may  be  made  as  for  ~s  necessary  of  :-:: 
other  procec.lurc  go.,.crning  these  )rrorigcments  unc.l 
J 1  December  1977,  which  is  bid  down  in  Counc,l 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  226/7  3  of  31·  J~nu•ry  I '771 
laying down j!C:nenl  rules !or unports of  New Zeai;..,.J 
butter and  cheese  tnlo the  United  Kingdom (1),  as  Las! 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  )067/75 (J). 
HAS  ADOf>TED THIS  REGUL-\TION: 
A rlidr 
I.  The  Uniced  Kingdom  is  authorized,  as  a  tnl'!si· 
tiona!  arrangement,  to  import  frO"l,  New  Zealand 
certain  quantaties  of  butter  on  lhc  following  terms. 
(1)  OJ  No  I.  l7.  1.  2.  1  '17.l,  p.  17. 
(') OJ  No  I.  J07,  27  II. I YH,  p.  4. 
t 
26 2.  The:  quantities  referred  to  1n  par2graph  I  slu:; 
be: 
1978 :  125 000  mc:trh.  tons, 
1~79: 120 000  metric  tons, 
!91!0 ;  II S 000  metric  tons. 
J.  Without  ~rejuciice  to  the  detailed  Nh:s  deter· 
mined  by  rhe  Council, 3Cting  urunimously on  a:  pro· 
posal  from  the Commission, the  butter imported  irHO 
the  Unitr.J  Kingdom  in  accordance  with  the:  provi-
siom ol  1hh  Regu!at;or;  may  not  bc:comc:  the  subject 
ol i!':lrli.·Communiry tr2de or of  re-export~tion 10  third 
COUrt!ric.s. 
I.  7he quantities of butter specified in  Article  I  (2) 
shall be imported  imo the:  United Kingdom at a  price 
the OO$ervance  of w!lich  must  be guaranteed 21  the cil 
s<;~g:  by  New  Ze~land. That  price  shall  be  lixed  by 
the  Council,  acting  !::ly  a  qu:llified  majoriry,  on  a  pro· 
po~:~l  from  the  Commission. 
On  :1-.e  b:~sis of  a  periodical  review, 1l'ic  price  rderrc:J 
w  .. 1n  ?~ragr3ph J  s!ull be adjusted  ~s necessary having 
reg~;;J to the supply :and  demand developments in  the 
mJjor  producing  •nd' consuming  countries  of  the 
world  and  ~lso to  the  level  ~nd evolution  o{  prices  in 
the  ::ommunity  - :ncluding  intervention  prices  -
and  ,..,  New  Zealand.  t:~king  into  account,  moreover, 
.:o~t  ::~•clopments  :,.,  New  Zealand  Jnd  trends  in 
frc•g:,;  ch~rgcs. 
.Artie/~  J 
! .  .'\.  special  levy  s:::ail  be  applied on importation ol 
the  :;c:lntities  of  bu::er specified  in  Aniclc  I  (2). 
2.  ~c  special  kvy slull be determined on the basis 
of  t~:  d,flcrencc:  bc:  .... ecn  the  cif  price  referred  to  in 
/ut1C.c  2 (1),  plus  the  ~costs between  the  cil  stage 
and  :.~e  stage:  ol  ini::a!  sale,  and  the  mHki:t  price  of 
New  Zealand  butter  .:1  the  United  Kingdom. 
J.  -:-:ie  special  levy  shall,  so  as  to  ensure:  that  the 
ann>.;;:  quantities  specified  in  Article  :  (2)  arc  dice· 
llve!y  :narketed, be  fixed  at  a  level  permi!ling the sale 
of  \;_::cr  at  a  consis:cnt  rate  without  disrupting  the 
marie::  in  Communi:;- butter. 
4.  -:-:'1e  speci:~l  levy  charged shall  be  that  ruling  on 
the  ::~y  ol  impomcion  in  the  United  Kingdom. 
.ti rtid~  ~ 
Only  '::utter  which  r..:~s  been  proved  to  be  ol  New 
Zealand  origin  and  f~r which  the  price  referred  to  in 
Article  2 (1) has  been obsc;cd, may benefit  from the 
special  terms  set  ouc  in  Article  I. 
Artide S 
-·· 
ANNEX  l 
.  Co.ntd.;  ·-
I.  h  may  be  dc:cido:d  !hal  the:  quantiiic:s  oi buuer 
imported  untlc:r  this  Rc;gul;tiol"i,  whid1  ncc:ed. 2S % 
ol the tocal quantity ol bull.;;!'  $Old  lor dire.:! coruump· 
lion  in  the  United  Kingqom  durintf  t~e  precedi"8  i 
yo:::~r,  must be sold under conditions  It~  be <!.:,ermined, 
lor  uses other 1h:1n  direct consumption. 
2.  Without  prejudice to  Articles  2 (I) and J  (J). the 
tcrnu  rclcrrec.l  10  tn  paragnph  I  may  provitlc  !or  .a 
dil!.:remi:uion  of  the  spcci~l  lo::vy  :u:cor..ling  ;o  how 
the  buucr is  uJeu, whether for  direct  COf!)"mpiiCHI  or 
lor  other uses. 
J.  !n  order 10  gu·aranrcc:  th3t  this buucr is  U)eJ  for 
purposes  other  than  direc!  :::onsumphcm.  prcvi.iuil 
m:ly  be  nude,  on  import.  for  rhis  buu,.t  '''  m,c<"l 
spe..:ial  co11Jitions  10  be  defined. 
A rltdr 6 
The  United Kingdom slull communic:llc .. u i:1lorrn•• 
non  n.:c::sury lor the  :~pplic•tion ol this Rcguhti!'Jn  ~u 
1he  Commiss•on,  wh,c;h  >h>ll  in!ctm  th~  vthc:r 
Member States  thereof. 
A rtidr  1 
The  Commission  ~hall  ~ubmit to  the  Council  beturc: 
l S 1-<hy  each y.:u 2nJ for  the  fint lime bdorc  l S M.1y 
1979  a  rcpon on  the:  m~nncr in  which  th.:  prov1SHllh 
ol  ihis  Rc:gul•tion  have  bee-n  applied  durtng  th~ 
prccc:di ng  ye~  r. 
l'lr:ir!r  8 
Detailed  rules  lor  the  app;!Cation  ol  this  Rc:gulat~<.>n. 
and  in  particular  the:  ~mount ol  the  special  lc:V')'  ·~ 
well  :~s  the conditions mentioned in Artidc S (1),  sh:oll 
be  :~doptco..l  in  accordance  with  the:  procedure  laiu  ... 
Jown  in  :\rw:lc  JO  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  !104/611 
.tlrtirlr  9 
TI•i>  Rc:gul~tion )hall CI\(U into force on the thard  day 
tolluw111g  i1s  puulio::uion  1n  1hc  qJJiriul joum,d  uf 
tlu  Eurupr.111  Cu~''""'"it1ri. 
!t  shall  apply  from  I  ~anuary  1971!. 
- .. -- ·-· ··---This R~gu;•t10n  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  ~nd din:crly  applicable  in  all  Mcmbc:r 
States. 
Done  at  Luxembourg,  29  J;,;nc  I 976. 
1-ur  tbt  Cuunril 
11,.  Praidrnt 
G.  THORN 
27 .  I 
'-· 
Annex  IV 
·No l. J66/16  Official  .Journ:~l  o(  the  Europc:111  Communities  lli.  12.  lB 
COUNCrL  REGULATlON  (F.EC)  No .1667/83 
o (  19  December  t 983 
relating to the continuing of the import of New Zealand butter into the Unit~d 
Kircgdom on special  terms 
t 
-
THE  COUNCIL OF  THF.  F.UROPF.A.N 
CO/I.iMUNITIES, 
H:tving.  rc~,~tard  to  •he  1972  Act of Accession,  and  in 
partindar Artidc  5  {2)  of  Protocol  l S  tl11:n:to, 
!·l~ving rcAarJ to the proposal (rom the Commission, 
'XIhercas  Protocol  lS  and,  subsequently,  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  I  655176 ('1  as  last  amended  by  Regulation 
(iEq No  482/R I f). as  well  as  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
. R58!S I {'),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1212/IU (').  have  authorized  the  United, Kingdom  to. 
import  certain  quantities  of  New Zealand  butter on 
speci~l  terms  unril  31  December  19!13; 
Whereas  the  Counci:. hns  not  been  ::~ble ·to  agree  on 
nc·o,v  import ;;rr::mger·.:nts  for  New Zenland  butt~~ in 
good  rime; 
\'qb~~eas, however, i;.  ::rder to prevent  ~n interruptioa 
of  rhc  imports  of  ':\.-:w  Zealand  butter,  a  temporary 
authom:ation  should  )c:  granted  covering  3  period  of 
two months, without ;.r~:judicing n definitive decision; 
Wh-:rc~::  ~  spcci:~!  k·.y,  which  will  norm:.l'y  rem~in 
uncl,angcd  as  !ong =•  the  intcrvcntion  price  level  for 
bunc:r of Community origin  is  not illtercd, constitutes 
the most appropriate :-:>cthod of protecting the mnrkcr 
pri~.:e  i.:vcl  of Commt.:1ity butter nnd  of cnnbling  N~w 
Zc:~l:md to p!nn 1ts  exports to the United Kingdom: 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS REGULATION: 
Artid~ I 
The  United  Kin~dom shall  he  lll!thori7.cd  to  import 
ccrtnin  qu:1ntitics of hurter from  New Zcal:md  under 
the  t~·rms or  this  Hc.~tulation. 
'/lrtidr:  2 
(a) 
•t.  These  amn,cments  shall  apply  during  the 
period. i  January  t984 co  Jl  0.-:c~mbef 1988 . 
The  quantiti~ which  may  be  imported  shall  be  as 
follows: 
- 83 000  tonnc:s  in  1984, 
81  000  tc>nn~s  in  198J. 
- 7'1 tlOO  tonnc:s  in  1986, 
- 7(.  <;00  tonnes  in  1987. 
- 74 :iw  conn~ i" 19R8.' 
2.  The  Council,  acting  by  a  qualified  ma1onty 
on n proposal from the Commission rn:1y  tcmpor.~­
rily reduce the quantities referred to in paragraph  I 
in  order  to  prevent  serious  disruption  of  the 
United Kingdom butter market, particularly in the 
c~sc of a substantial  fall  in direct butter consump-
tion. 
3.  Before  I  August  !988  the  Council,  acti,,g 
unanimously. on  a  proposal  from  the Commission 
nccomp:~nied by a  rcporr, shall  take a  decisicn on  ~ 
the  maintenance  of  the exceptional  arr;;ngements 
from  l  Jnnuary  1  989.' 
/lrtidr J 
I.  The  ~pcci:~l  levy  :~pplic:~hlc  co  New  Zc:d:Fld 
Whcre~s the level  of :!1c  special  levy should take into 
nccount  the  aid  grnn:c:d  ir.  the  United  Kingdom  to 
Community  butter·  whereas  pnst  experience  h~s 
shown  that  wben  rr.e  level  of  aid  !::~s  been  ch~nged 
between  the momen: of  import:Hion  of  New Zealand 
butter ~nd finr.i  s:~k :::srortion in  relation  to  Commu-
nity  0uuer  h:1s  :~risen;  whereas  chis  problem  can  be 
overcome  by  payme:H  of  the  aid  for  New  Zealand 
butter at  rime of p::tcking,  as  is  the  c:~se  for  Commu-
nity  bum:r,  r:l(her  ::;an  n_r  point  of  im port:Hipn; 
wh:ro;;1s  this  niso  .,;:ows  New  Zcai:lnd  butter  not 
licncii:ing  f,·om  th.:  :tid  to  be  sold  for  industri;:i 
pi.frpos.:s, 
butter imported  under  this  Regulation  shall  be  76.39  (b) 
(IJ  Cl!  "'' 1.  ~!-15.  ,g  7  '~c6.  p  .. 1. 
\tf  l  ,-l  ~d I.  S2..  ·lJ.  2.  . ,!~.  I'·  2.. 
,~  (l:!  :'~wl. j{J,  4.  4-.  ,''""'·  ;•  18,. 
(lj) DS No L  132..,~L 5 .IS8;:), p  II 
)  as  Last· amended  by  Regulation  CEEC)  No 
22JSia&  - OJ  No  L £.03  of £b. 7. !98 
)  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  CEEC)  No 
1303/85  - OJ  no.  L  137  of  27.5.1985 
ECU  per  I 00  k i!cgrams. 
2.  The Council. acting by a  quali,fied  m:~jority on a 
proposnl (rom. the  Con1mi~sion., shall ndjust the rntc of 
lht' spec:inl  levy  in  lin~ with  modifications in  the 
corditions t.n:ler  loilich  intervention 
for rutter takes place in the Ccm!u1ity. 
2E .!ll.  I.!.  ~'  Official  Journal  of  thC'  l!utopc'IIR  Communili.·~  •·  No  L  l66/!7 
------------------------~---------
!.  ln·~  UniiC'<I  Kingdom'  ~hall  talr.e  the  mea!ure 
n  ...  ...:~,._.rv to  ~·nsurc: that Nc:wfol.and butter, im1  IC'f 
hdort"  I  Janu;~ry  198"  un41c:r_  Rt'gulation  (  :  )  N• 
1'5:41111,  is  not used  fpr-'proct:ssin~ but o  for  dir\!c 
•on\umprion  wittMfl the  mc:ening  of_  Anide  I  (:a)  r 
Rr~IJtion (~EC) No 1269m osydte territory of th 
llm1rd  • ·f\jttlom  and  to  r~ire  payment  of  a 
.unow  equal  to  r.M. al~(t.anted under  Re!tulatio 
(E  ·  No 126'1/79 ia tbf" event  of unauchorizcod  use. 
,-i rtit/, .,. 
Entry  under the sp«ial impon arrangements shall be 
..:onditional  upon  tM  presentation  of  a  cc:rtific:atc: 
showin~t that  thC'  butter concc:mcd: 
- is  of  New  wi.and origin, 
- is  at  least  'ix weeks  old.'' · 
- hu a  fal· contmt by· wei1h1  of  at-Ins(  RO  0/o  but 
Ins than  82 .,.. and  ,~ .·r :.;<:·  -.· 
- hu been  manufactured directly from  milk or milk 
cream. 
.·1 rt iclt  .1} 
·ntr  !>unrr  imrort~ into  the  United  Kin~dom  in 
.l(C<Hti:lnct'  with  rh~ Regulation  may not  ht•come  the 
»ubject of intra-Communi1y trnde or of n:--<-wport:!lion 
to  third  tounrcics. 
Artid~ 6 
Imports of  New Zul.and lmtter shall i)(" •ut>,cl.'t  !o thl' 
provisitJnl  01dupted  under  Regul111ion  (EE(.)  No 
'J7417l (t).  as  l.asc  amende~ by  Rcgulauon (EEq No 
3439/82 (IJ.  with  regard  to  the  fluctuations  of  the 
currc:nciet  of ceruin  Member States. 
Article f 
The· Unittd Kingdom shall communicate ali  in  forma· 
tion nc:cH.ary for the application of  thi~ Rt'plation to 
the  Commission.  which  shall  inform  tlw:  other 
Member Statn thereof. 
Artidt 8 
Detailed  rules  for  the  application  of  thi$  Regulation 
shall  be  .adopted  in. accordance  with . the  procedure 
provided  lor in  ArtiCle· 30  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
804/68 f!).  a5  lut amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1600/liJ(t. 
Artidt'..S 
This  1 cgul:trion  shall  enter  into  force  on  l  J3nu:ary 
JQR4. 
Tlns  Regulation  shall  IX'  hinding  111  it~  t·ntirt·ty  .1nd  Jirc..:rlv  .1pplic•hle  in  Jll  Mcml~r 
St.~ ln. 
[),,,_.  ..  nn.~scls.  1  <;  D.-c~:mher  14SJ. 
29 ' 
ANNEX  V 
O~lll~!'lllLwf.JI.I.!tJ~!:..JII.fl.!t•JGl.ll.ln4-J;.Wl:uJIWJ1.1Wl.MI.!l1r~!Jf_J.n. .l.tlll..UU.U  ..  ~.Il.KiUiU.I!.llD  ( I  OOll  tonmts} 
(WP  1082) 
..... 
-------------------------------
1986  ! 
'; ------· --·- - --·~~~--·~·-·-···-·---~~ ------- --··--·~--
19U 
'•- .. -... -: 
• 1  i<  proOtiC t 1  on  i :l!i'J7 
u  oe1h•ede!.  '3  ~'15 
:1he!ries  as;;; 
f  jH"OdUCUOil  96 
Jtter praduct.  :  9& 
;I.  a 1  import 
:  which  :  351l 
EEC  : 147 
New  Zeala~~~ 118 
1ta  l  exports'tto  '  4 
~ountries 
m:sumptlon  : 
)IJ:Sfl'llfll d/ 
catedng 
:her  ~kV~Ui'~ct. 




d7l  ;  9:'4  !')75  !5<76  :  1!.1"17  :  1971!.:  1979  :  1930  :  1981  :  1982  :  19fl3  :  1984  :  1985  :  !987  :  1~88  : 
:  -- ·~ .... - ! ·- ... -- ~·--:- -· .. ""'- ·--: -- .. ~- --~. ; -·------ : ------7: ·---- . --; - --- .. ---; --- ~ ------: - -------:  : -------: ---··-·---:.----T--:- .,. -----: 
:~241  l:i8JS  13!115  14102  15098  15831  :  15827  15-116  l!i]bl  16653  17!56  16123  :  15952  :  16165  :  15359 
:  :  : 
1371)5  13lll  13329  1:183!!  1459i;l  15317  Js:;n  !5Hl2  15289  16162  16787  15767  ;  15587  :  15801  :  14951  : 









:  :  :  '. 
:  M  :  411  90  134  :  162  :  161  :  168  :  172.3  :  216.8  :  242  :  206  ~  203  :  223  :  176 
:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  ;  :  : 
454.32:  484.22:  393.80:  300.82:  288.26:  235.08:  195.01:  208.3];  172.07:  180.23:  1&4.42:  138.22:  146.92:  122.66 
:  l22.03;  359.90:  271.10:  183.85:  166.17:  119.29:  94. 51 :  1  06. 42: 










'l  99: 

















s4.n:  58.10: 
6. 3.:  9.4  :  .. 
: 
396  :  389 





















































64.30:  46.15 
82.58:  76.51 
30.04:  liB. 7 

















•'',r  • 
-~~~:  ..  r, •  _,:  .  •:·. I  ANNEX  VI  (WP  1082) 
UNliULIUlffillOM  EXPORTS  OF  BUTTER  i Umnes) 
----- -------------------- --------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Country  :  1974  :  1975  :  1976  :  1977  :  1978  :  1979  :  1980  :  1981  :  1982  :  1983  - :  1984  :  1985  :  1986  :  1987 
------------------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:----,---:--------:--------:---------:--------
fRMKE  :  2 
: 
IH.LG.  LUXBG.  :  21 
: 
NEHIERl  ANOS  :  134 
: 
GERMANY  :  354 
: 
ITALY  :  1 
: 
II~LLANO  :  911 
: 
DENMARK  :  2 
: 
GREECE  :  0 
: 
10 I AI.  EC  bll 
: 
OTHEH  :  IYII 
: 
TOTAL  :  2523 
------:-~-~· 
To  HC 
To  Jrd Countries 
Total 
.  .  . 
:  18  :  391  :  631  :  12040  :  2889  :  1991l  :  1372  :  4489  :  2164  ;  1927  321  :  3  18'5  :  12221 
:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  ;  : 
:  62  :  9263  :  2319  :  12382  :  137&&  :  11!295  :  9431  :  13520  :  3487  :  4936  :  6369  :  2938  :  11097 
:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
:  536  :  2908  :  5311  :  20685  :  28606  :  50129  :  48191  :  32428  :  28721  :  6357  :  6096  :  13010  :  89990 
:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
:  384  :  274  :  172  :  2419  :  1527  :  926  :  266  :  137  :  1440  :  1485  :  3205  :  5941  :  8325 
:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
:  :  0  :  6  :  23  699  :  0  2  :  5  :  7  :  21  :  0  :  0  :  18 
:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
:  1!7  -.  1131  1330  :  till  llllu  240!J  '1009  U52  :  1993  :  932  :  437  :  28115  :  3720 
:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
:  :  0  :  1  :  0  :  18  :  2  :  1119  :  0  :  0  :  6  :  2  :  10  :  63 
:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
:  0  :  2  :  0  :  0  :  0  :  0  :  2  :  3  :  2  :  0  :  2  :  0 
:  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  ;  :  :  :  ; 
;  I 0117  :  I :JYul!  :  Y/69  ;  411420  :  4U690  :  73 75 7  :  ()J419  :  !11433  ;  371115  :  15uoo  :  IMJO  ;  27974  :  125435 
:  :  :  ;  :  ;  :  :  :  :  ;  :  : 
:  IIIY9  :  1700  :  £143  :  ()311  :  lJ410  :  4414  :  /55&  :  ()275  :  11377  :  6951i  :  2421  ;  2075  :  3306 
;  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
:  2986  :  15668  :  11912  :  54731  :  58100  :  78171  70975  :  57708  :  49192  :  22624  :  19352  :  30049  :  128741 
:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:-------- --------:--------:--------:--------:--------:---------:--------: 
UNITED  KINGPOH  EXPORTS  OF  SUTTEROIL  (tonnes) 
155  1140  693  2461  1165  1126 
220  47  1068  775  121  316 










3543  873  1989 
1604  2085  2144 
5147  2958  4133 
--------:--------:-------- :--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:---------:--------:  I 
' l'f  ,  ANNEX  VII 
Ufill~11- Kl~Jtlf.QRJS..Jif eunff(- tonnes) 
(WP  1082) 
~-------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------
Country  1974  1975  1976  1977  1978  :  1979  :  1980  :  1981  :  1982  :  1983  :·  1984  :  1985  :  1986  :  1987 
~:--------··-·  ...... ___________  ·-------- -------- -------- '"-----·· -- ...  _,  ________  :  -·-··-- :-------------:  -------:--------:-----~---:.--------····:h··------:--------:--------:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
GERMANY  46,955  63,2511  43,323  27,439  13,586:  9,086:11,164:  9,041:  5,959:  8112:  649:  1,022:  305:  258  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
,.  FRANCE  :32,335:38,313:  19,984:  13,64B:  5,857;  1.~49;  1.347;  1,295;  983;  887;  1,175;  1,267;  1147;  1110 
,r.  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  ,.  •  :  : 
NETHERLANDS  :101,932:  11;909: 85,055:53,225:  37,735:24,916:  11,916:21,788:  10,647:24,679:  11,575:  12,646:  8654:  3860  ..  .  ..  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
BELG./LUX.  :  10,212  :  10,135  :  3,558  :  901  :  ·1,189  :  · 224  :  302  :  37  :  1,651  :  2,438  :  60  :  201  :  950  :  60  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . 
IRELAND  :  36,248  :  53,324  :  47,958  :  29,275  :  48,301  :  39,958  :  30,028  :  31,029  :  27,480  :  20,695  :  21,970  :  13,799  :  21459  :  12036 
•  •  •  •  •  0  4  0  • 
:  OfNHARK  :  94,351  :  82,963:  71,204·:  59,358:  59,497;  43,456;  39,757  ~,  43,227;  37,294;  39,389;  33,828;  31,850;  31784;  28828 
•  0  0  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • 
••  •  •  •  0  0  •  •  0  0  0  • 
:  TOTAL  EC  :322,033  :359,902  :271,100  :183,845  :166,165  :119,289  :  94,514  :106,416  :  84,014  :  88,960  :  69,259  :  60,785  ;  34298  :  46153 
<.  •  •  •  .  .  .  .  •  0  •  •  0  0 
0  •  •  •  •  •  0  0  0  •  •  •  • 
NHI  LLALAND  :131,805  :123,460  :122,626  :116,973  :122,003  :115,7119  :100,495  :101.495:  87,847:  91,206:  85,145:  77,439:  8257G:  765011 
•  •  •  0  0  •  0  •  ..  0  0  0  0 
,..  •  •  0  •  •  •  ..  0  •  •  •  •  0 
,:  OTHERS  :  486  :  86  :  76  :  2  :  96  :  - :  1  :  2  :  207  :  68  :  18  :  0  :  46 
•  •  •  •  0  •  0  •  •  0  0  0  • 
•  •  •  •  0  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • 
):  TOTAL  :454,324  :484,223  :393,802  :300,820  :288,264  :235,078  :195,010  :208,330  :172,068  :180,234  :154,423  :138,224:  146920:  122662 
.. --""------------:--------:------- -:--- ·--- -:  ........ - -- ·- ------:---------:--------:-------- ;------ -:--------:--------:--------:--------: 
l  UNJ'lil  ~ltf~  IHeOHJ..S..  .Qf  BlJTTERQIL  (  tonnes) 
.  ~  . 
QI(IGlN 
·------------------------------------ ·-·  ------------- -------------------------------------------~---------------------·-----
·1  ~o..t:.C.  :  :  :  4,0112:  li,l145:  o,JOJ:  o,190:  4,952:  2,793:  1.295:  l.fi7fi:  1,771:  1,1114:  H06:  41198 
"!  ,r  ......  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  :  : 
32  :  72  :  40  :  38  :  11  :  0  :  1  :  - :  - :  1  :  1  :  0 
4,092  :  5,518  :  6,342  :  6,828  :  4,963  :  2,793  :  1,296  :  1,575  :  1,771  :  1,885  :  3707  :  4898 
--------:--o··----:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:----~---:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------:--------: 
I 
·~  '  .. 
'f t. 
....  ANNEX  VIII  ,· 
{044/2) 
11.07.88 
The  list first hand  selling prices for  English  butter  in  bulk  and  for  English and  NaN Zealand butter  in  small  packages 
Date  :  Jan  :  June  Miy  :February  :January 
:Packaging  :  1983  :  1983  :  1984  :  1985  1986  : 
- :  :  -- : 
:U.K.  bulk  :  2100  2150  :  1887  1935  :  1850 
:  :  :  :  :  . 
:U.K.  srall 
packs  :  2307  :  2307  :  2150  :  2270  2231  : 
:N.Z.  srall 
packs  :  2198  :  2198  :  1985  :  2005  :  2027  : 
r  .. t·. 
~;-. 
. 
-~-~  ·/.~~~t_:·  ':'~::· '  :::~  ·::·~. 
·tt~~t~,;ffi  'i~t, !; ;¥~~~'!,~~~2'[:,!'!  ~ 
•  \  tl:·'  c  .• 
i •·  •'. I{'.'  ,  ~  ~ 
'r:  ~"-:  ·, h"'•·.'  . .. 
·'  1·  •I 
:~ 
..  ·.' 
.j  ,. 








.  ·Y. 
"1  ... 
\'  ....  ·  . 
;I  .  , 
,· 
. 
...  '.> 
... 
U< L/tonne 
:January ·  :  June  :January  :·June 
:  1987  :  1987  .  1988  1988  .  .  .  . 
:1815-1850  : 1750-1800  : 1865-1920  : 1940-1950 
:  :  :  . 
:2261-2310  :2261-2301  :2361-2401  :2361-2401 
:  2.007  :  2097  :  2207  :  2207 
-.;. . 
.  ....  '.,..  . 
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ANNEX  IX  _  .  ·  :~1Bl~;-i·_:-; ,  .... 
RETAIL  SELLING  PRICES  OF  BUTTER  ON  TH~ U.K. 
FROM  1973  TO  1987 
Year  Packet  Butter  Prlc• 
Average  of 
a II  tvoes  U.K. 
1973  11  . 7  n.a< 
1974  12.2  12.7 
1975  15.5  16.5 
1976  21.5  22.4 
1977  27.0  26.8 
1978  30.5  31.2 
1979  36.6  36.4 
1980  39.4  39.4 
1981  42.3  42.2 
1982  46.0  46.1 
1983  46.2  45.7 
1984  47.6  47.2 
1985  46.8  48.9 
1986  50.4  50.3 
1987  50.3  5o.e 
UK  Ministry 
Fisheries 
whJch ·,  .. ;/-! 
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STATISTIC4L 
REVIElV  ANm:x  X  -,-
t 
'!able  i 
DAIRY  CATTLE 
At 31  January 
I 
'  '' 
DAIRY COil-S iJf MII.K  Tm'AL 
Norlh  Scuth  Bsyot  l*lillf!RlOO/  South  New  Dairy 
lear  Auckland  Auckland  Ptcnzy  T:'lmnakl  ilawk~ Ray  Island  7.csland  GaU/c 
1950  300 630  1 651810  152 819  250976  283155  210699  1850089  2 866 SOi 
1960  310 846  694 922  196 565  271 946  245 097  267 296  1 886 672  2 972 77'a. 
1970  359 221  906 680  260 680  3l68 737  263 219  161823  2 320 360  3729284 
1975  315 233  813957  221  555  336991  238 095  154 055  2 079 886  3 125 151  i 
I  1976  314 920  827 510  223 708  3-42 700  233  197  149915  2 091  950  3007963  '  i 
1977.  294 601  823235  230 508  3-45226  229 323  151550  2 074 443  2 966279  t'  1978  289 904  827  189  223923  J.41  263  221  255  149 090- 2 052 624  2 931601 
1979  298 965  825410  217 322  337 334  208175  152 696  . 2 039 902  2917189  :--t.; 
19801  289 502  904 284  164 093  345 526  197 927  144476  2045808  2968953  t  >~ 
1981  279 871  915 835  155 032  345 557  191083  139 718  2027096  2 942000  t 
1982  286 578  929 455  153 331  350914  194 978  145 642  2 060 898  2 991050  ~,-• 
1983  295 158  961  932  152 354  358750  202 485  157 520  2128199  3 133 923 
1984  302 442  1003 083  152 602  3.09 698  211348  170 552  2209725  3 251  000 
! 
1985  308 900  I 028 500  154 400  J77 300  213 300  117200  2259 600  3 300000 
1986  324 000  I 066 000  162 000  2:30000  216000  196000  2 354 000  3387000 
1987  309 274  I 021  330  155 070  ::36757  205 428  203 990  2 281 849  3194 780 
19882  310000  1 025 000  155 000  2".36 000  205 000  205 000  2286000  3 195000 
Notes:  1 Prtor to 1980 Department of Statistics galQered dairy cattle statistics as  at 31  January. Since  1980 
all these  Ogurcs.  except Total  Dairy Catt.le.  have  been  collected  by  NZDB. Regions arc now based  on 
LIA  areas. 
2 Estimate.  Sources:  Department ol StatlsLics 
N.1.D.B. 
1bble 2 
FACIDRY  SUPPLY  DAIRY  HERDS:  10  OR  \lORE  COWS  IN  MILK 
\o.  dairy  ProductJonlc:ow "at r  acwry· 
No.  dairy  company  VJkfat 
company  suppliers  SJ;Jplicr  Herd  Milk  fat  Milk  Milkfat 
suppliers'  with  10+  "at  'actoty"  size 
'lear  cows  /.;1  cows  k{J  1/trcs  IJ6  Wt/Vol 
1967·68  25 697  19230  :o 700  86  124  2570  4.84. 
1972-73  19 879  18 486  !2 925  106  122  2 545  4.!H 
1973-74  18 557  17 098  :2 875  109  118  2470  "" 
4.79 
1974-75  17 704  16 540  '4 350  112  128  2 732  4.67 
~  1975-76  !7420  16 449  :5 725  115  137  2 765  4.95  '  1976-77  16 786  15 986  :5 625  116  143  2998  4'\76 
! 
1977-78  Hi  126  15454  15 675  !20  131  2726  4.76 
1978-79  15 774  15  !56  i7 536  !23  142  2 936  4.65 
1979·80  15 424  14 962  126  151  3105 
1980-81  i5033  14 56!  129  147  037 
1981·82  14 843  14 391  l33  144  038 
1982·83  14 896  14 445  137  143  Oi2 
1983-84  14 978  14 612  40  154  200 
1984-85  15 000  !4700  :51  ,,e,:; 
1985-86  14 793  14 499  '?,_h2 
!986-87  14 592  l4 121  fr2d 
l987-8~P  14 580  l4 100  ,_-,.,:  "'<_) 
:-lotes:  1 The rlgurell below  represent all  !l!JOP!k~, Other 
supply herds with  !0  or more 
2  1-:.stlmate. 
Sc-urce:  N.:r:o.a --------
ANNEX  XI 
NZ  Cen~s/kg 
:-----------:------·---------
:  Basic Price • 
•  - value of  whole  ml  lk  at  farm  gate  In  New 

















ANNEX  XII 
'nJb/c3 
MILK  PRODliCED  AND  'Hl.KFi\T  PROCESSF.D 
Year  8utwr 
Products  product.s· 
000 tonflt.'S milkfat 
.I  44 
1972·73  193.1  39.8  1:!.7  246.6 
1973·74  17().7  :l5.1  Ill. I  ·I  756  227.8 
1974-75  197.3  33.9  12.7  5 222  243.9 
1975-76  211.3  40.1  16.2  5 403  267.6 
1976-77  225.8  33.3  16.0  5 775  275.1 
1977-78  203.0  3!.0  17.0  5 238  251.0 
1978-79  217.1  33.6  23.5  5 655  2742 
1979-88  216.1  40A  34.4  5 997  290.9 
1980-81  215.1  32.3  :!4.6  5 868  282.0 
1981·gj  200.8  41.8  :!9.8  5 957  282.4 
1982- ...  209.9  42.7  37.8  6 096  290.3 
1983-84  241.1  39.8  42.9  6 733  323.8 
1984-85  "'  247.7  39.3  45.4  6 965  332.4 
1985-86  256.0  45.9  47.6  7 326  349.5 
1986-87  211.0  41.9  48.0  6 385  300.9 
1987-883  235.0  48.0  51.2  7 100  3342 
Notes:  I  Liquid  milk. cream and iCe  crcum:  wholcmllk  cquivak~nt 
2  lnclo!:lrs milk  fed  t.o  stodt and W'dSt<•:  ncludcs separation loss 
3  r&Jmale 
TDblc  -1 
MILKF:\T PROCESSED (000 l.onne.s) 
1987188  5<-ason  by Month 
4.772  5.B95  5.4 
South  :\Lo<%1and  0.433 8.417 18.786 23.9:!4 22.43620.708 19.442 14.159 
Bay  oC  Plenty  0.004 0.054 1.099  2.536  3.399  3.221  3.090  2.773  2.075 



















NOI'I.h  Island 
South  Island 
;';ew l'£a!and 
0.0700.0571.052  2.781  ·1.15:1  4.100:1.790  3.482  2.511  2.795 
0.198 0.844 5.535 35.615 46.554 44.53641.340 38.614 28.286  28.331 
0.035 0.012 0206  1.951  3.623  4.146  3.974  3.757  3.155  2.924 
0.233 0.856 5. 741 37.566 50. 177 48.682 45.313 42.371 31.441  31.255 
1  EsU ITl8'-C 
Table 5 
TOTAL  DAIRY  f/\CTORY  \IANUFt\CfURE 




.. -..  -· :----------------------·-------- Year  ended  May 
:----------------------·--------·------ Dairy  cows  (1) 
Ml  lkfat  processed 
Production 





000  h&AD~ 
.ooo  tonnes 
:---------~--------------------------
E- estimate 
F - forecast 





source:  NZ  Departement  of  Agriculture,  NZ  De~t  •. 
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EXI~ORTS Of DAIRY  PRODUCTS  FROM  NEW  ZEALA~D  (ton~es) 
l 
1984  1985  1986 
~.19iffi 
,')kimmilk  Powder 
\la!aysia  21  5;5  19674  17 783  21  127 
Plllllpp!nes  8220  10119  16 775  17 029 
lndoi1esi<l  15281  15761  11  i.l04  ll 709 
Saudi  A;-abla  7 :>96  10121  1! 365  11  678 
~ex  leo  202:ao  24 245  10.223  10 484 
Japan  36964  46 497  29 048  10249 
Pt"::~u  3 558  5 953  a s:ie  7 9!0 
lr:in  8750  5994  64&4 
Thai!;wd  6436  1304  \) 588  6077 
Taiwan  7 381  6 445  6 001  ;)724 
SlngaD<H-e  4 934  2 771  s 52(1  4 588 
11 .UW3IL  5892  6857  3 202  . 4 007 
Braz~i  21  085  J 998 
Niger  724  1 13-i  3 ss: 
DomLJican  Rell<~i:>!lc  5405  2 728  a  2as  :; 332 
Hong  ~nn.g  1 :t.!B  1 203  2 448  870 
Un!!r.ct  Affih Rm:rates  1  !523.  1921>  !  ?~7  600 
Chile  4 73!1  174  200 
A!gc.'"'la  9998  9 099  s :)05 
Cuhd  6 573  5 248 
(j~;.,.  H9~(:  24 475  n ~55  1099& 
'lbta:  !94 !24  200 711  180 753  140 66'1 
V!lwicmilk  Powclt'Fs 
'vC!ie2Lela  18331  24621  9 610  37 471 
MalaySia  17 619  19 633  21  548  25 340 
Peru  2 269  4 298  12 713  H:;i;3 
Sri  Lanka  3 555  12 545  164ft!  1D 352 
Si!lga!>Ore  3884  4204  ti ~66  U<!54 
Dominican  Repubii<:  1'328  4148  4 086  7 295 
T<~lw,•n  8977  5146  ? 417  6 713 
Thalla.:i!  4 586  5007  5010  6 660  I· 
Ph II 'pplncs  i 580  3110  3 78i:f  6 540 
CJJ!na  l  1000  4638  4::.42 
r:l  Saivado<'  I 636  2 250  5 816  3 !52 
Chile  6C04  1 057  ~:;  2 944 
Unltcu  Arot;  gmlrotes  ! 479  1468  j  694  2 542 
Mauritius  i 578  2 088  1936  2 43i:' 
Indonesia  224  653  ! 347  I 775 
HOO;\IK~  744  472  1 096  ~  551 
Sat.\':1}  ~~.illbla  44;}  604  193"7  l 500 
Mex!W  6103  5861  :969  '  ll9 
fill  955  I  145  I  143  925 
Soli iet  Unk.1>1  4200  !0894  23  ~36 
Algeria  6855  8160  6228 
.~:cuacx  4000  3208  2 100 
v(.ners  12530  15 348  25284  22 041 
1btal  106 B5S  133 804  166 265  159 !!53 
buuamlik Powder 
PhiJ!}!Utn~  :.!345  •!  990  8 802  8 64ll 
!ndooesla  4 405  6 614  6 330  3 7"6 
MaL.Jysla  2 673  3 098  2415  2 3;i; 
'lil!w;:n  l 026  844  Lf)2  1 122 
Canada  8S7  923  fl87  C2:! 
~.UWflit  560  567  547  922 
; ,,ngi!pore  510  497  368  752 
J:r'"''"  504  6Ti  479 
Saudi  Ambia  497  450 
Uniu:d  Arab  !':mira~  392  268  270  2,Cl5 
Tf:aHand  1271  1218  248  !51 
Dominican  R.:pu!Ji!..;  60i  298  1:33  150 
Otllc.<'S  6-l3  3635  2528  ? 477 
Total  1532a  2:2 952  24  156  n 60' Buller 
llnltl'll  1\ing(lom 
Iran 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ (l)  Includ••  cosaoditiea  not listed. 
198711973  ~19  461  606  656  1677  1619  669  1151 
*"  Value.dairy  products  and  eggs  exported  as  a  percentage  of  total exports  of 
New  Zealana  produce. 
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ANNEX  XVU\  11.07.88 
NEW  ZEALAND  EXPORTS  IN.  1986/87 
Cllantlty  Value  Selected 
(tares>  'CXX>  NZ  $  l.hlt value 
at  t ter unsa I ted  62.184  118.934 
of v.tllch: 
Q.lba  9.614  19.032  1980 
Egypt  6.948  6.948  ·1936 
fran  6.504  12.036  1850 
USSR  11.400  17.072  1497 
&J. tter  ,  sa I ted, 
crearery  In  b.tlk  81.472  244.589 
,  of v.tllch: 
(E.  75.388  231.844  ~5 
Iraq  2.547  5.549  2178 
Sl~re  2.031  4.104  ·1925 
&J. tter  ,  sa I ted, 
In pats  6.756  17.032 
Ylhey  rut  ter  1.028  1.876  1825 
Car-ned  b.J.tter  3.472  12.176 
B.J.tteroll  62.799  100.-450 
of v.tllch: 
Philippines  3.943  8.697  2206 
SlrQaP:>re  2.874  6.zes  2355 
G1ee  2.774  8.554  3Cm 
of v.tllch: 
Fl J  I  792  2.002  2528 
SYria  4.856  1.1-46  2360 
Other 
Total  Butter  tonnes  154.912  394.600 
But tero  I I  tcrnes  65.574  115.004 
Total  attter eq..tlvalent  234.912  500.610 
tcrres 
U.K.  %  b.J.tter  48.7%  58.8% 
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EXTERNAL TRADE 
TABLE 11.09 
VALUa  OP  EXPORTII1)  IY  COUNTRY  OP  DIITlMATZOM 
ORGAN18AT10N  POR  aCOMONlC  CO-OPIIATZOM  ~.DaY8LO•Na.r CO~I 
•  • ~ p  •••  .(N%LLiOM)P,O ••• 
---------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------~----..  -----------------~ 
_rene 
Group  !:XP 
198 s 
, 9·a 6 
1 96 7 
OtiArt;rly 
1986  D•e 




auropeaa  &coa ..  lo c ...  ualt7 Couatriea 
-----------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------~  Federal  ,'.  U111te.S..  .- :  •  otlle"r  Total 
Bel~1um  rrance  Rep.  of  Zt&17  ••therlaada  &iagC..  .  a.a.C.I2l  a.z.c. 








6 1. 5 









!» ... 1 
























45.11  ..... , 




1125.1 :  ,. 
211S;t 
213.1 




,,., ttl  .:t 
l41.1" 
. '  115.3 
.·  ..  ~ 
..  11.7 
•  1113.11 









.....  7 
606.7P 
- . ------------ -~--- ... --------- ~ ----·---------------------·--------------------------------.. ---------------------------
Ot.bel'  Countrtea(ltftcl.  Ot)oer  O.a.C,D.  CO-tll'ieaJ-c 
-------------------~~h;;-~~;~~:o:-~;;;t;;;;-----------~:--------~~~7.r;;;i~~~~:--7~c;;;;----------
------------ -----------------~---------------------------·---- o.a.c  .. D ••... ----------------·- uatted  .  OtJaeiC'  ,,·.  ltaelUdiA9  ...  plea  ProY1nce 
Au•tr•l1a  c•n•d•  Jepan  at.atea  ol  ·  OKD(J)  'dh  a.a.e  .. ·;  ..... of  or 
AlleZ"1oa  CoaJ&t&"Sea  co-tl"iee  1  .Clt.ta•·~  'l'e.lwao 
Group  !:XP 
s.,.1••  SUA.Ur  sacAr  aaJPr  aauar  ...  ,,.  ·-
••rwr 
,;~;··--------------~;;;~~--------;~;:;-------~··~:;-------,;;;:;--------;;;:,~------,~-~;;;:;-~------i;;:;---
1986  1829.7  173.7  15l1.5  11116.0  111.- 7~111.1  .  ~·  .. 221..  121.1 
~997  1800.9  198.9  1123.1  1175.1  101.1  ··.1544.1 .. '···•·  ·1125.5·  l&t.7 
:  . ·- '...  . ....... f'•\_,. 
Qu.art•rly 
1986  Dec 





























'•t'lo\  137  .• 7 
....  ·." ioS0.7··  ·:  t:t.4 
'  211l7~0  ......  , 
!:;  2111.1  •  .•.  __  'S;a 






-~-~---------------------------------·---------------------------~------~------~--~,--~~~._~,;"·~~-~---------·-~---- ' :  •  • .  ·  ......  ~ ..... '<  -·~  ( .  ,,. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Aa.laf-1 
Honq  R•puhl ie  Kal•yiJ.a  Pb111p- 11D.aJI02'e  ot.u..  . .,,j..p I.,  .•  Ot.lwtZ'•-·o.f'··•..t ..  ••zoa-~··)1 .........  1. 
konv  or  Kor••  pinea  ,·,.-~  .  '  >!f·~.;tt·.t·~~ ..... 'f1  '  ..  ;  .',1  .. 
Other 
---------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Group  EXP  •  ..r.,.  •  •  •  .....  ·.:t·.-.·,.·.
1~··~~·,  .•  \ 
Snho  SBHXP  SBKRP  8BHYP  laPIU'  aaaor  IICIP'  18PJ':."•  18D!P  ~., .......  ¥  .......  aaatr' 




1986  D•c 










































lt.o  ,  .... 
2111 ••  ·  .. · ; ' 





''·"  77.0  •. 
m:L~.·:·~~:::.':~!!:r, :.~~::;· 
.121  .. 1~~·t<i. 210.1  ~·,;-..  .:.12.··5·  '.
1
·  •  .,.. •s~:a 
.  ~- ·.~ ..  ,~~~,.:  ~.;:;~\o(!.~~:~~;j.'~~, ...... ,.;,: .. ~.;, 
, ••.  J:.~:  ..:..  72  • .J  ·~~~?i ~·1:•·1!J'..  u.s,. 
·.:za.?·.. ...  · sa~o ·  .. ._ -h:.ih(·  :~ ,-:J_;1o.t 
·22.7  .7  ...  2  ....  :~-10.1  :u.a 













!tid  Cec 





)0,.  0 
195. 1 
17.. 0 



































~otal All  C:oaat.rlea 
' .  ;~::t  .:, :. ; .  ~~=:t~ . 
,,._,.a21~o- ;·: - ..  >~t2tt7:2 
4  ~  "'"  r'"·  '  t  . !t ,.,·  . 
... , ..  :~,  .. ; "'  • .iii.;.:'f 
•••  "!" 
'· • h"83 ··"  21?J ... 
'  ,.:;:~  ::·:  ·::  ~:~::~ 
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EXTERNAL  TRADE 
TABLE 11.10  VALUZ  OF  IMPORTS  BY  COUKTRY  OP  ORIGXK 
ORGANISATION  POR  BCOKOK%C  co-og:AATIOK  ARD  DBVZLOPKRKT  COUKTRZZS 
.(KILLZOK)V,P.~. 
------------------------------------------------- ;:;;;:;;-;;;~;;~;-~;;;;;;.;;-~:;:;;;;;--------------------------- ~  ~  ~--- ~" 
Juno  ----------------------------;;;;;;i·--------------------·•---------~~;t;d·-------Oth;;·-------;~;:1---
Y••r  B•lqiaa  Franc•  Rep,  of  It•1Y  ••t»•rlanda  K1ogdoa  ·B.I.C.(1~  z.z.c. 
Oeraany  Covatr1••  Count~i•• 
~;~~~-~;;------- ---------·---------------------------------------------------------~---------------------------------- ••r•••  1088Y  ZOPRV  IODDY.  IOITV  IOKLV  lOOBY  SOA1Y  IOY1Y 
~;;;-----------------;;~;--------~;;~;--------;;;:;·-------;;;:~--------;;i:~--------;;;:;··-------;;·;-------;;;;:;·---
1906  12. I  175.1  822.1  118.1  1JI.2  915.5  110:1  2l75.i 
1,.,  ,,,,  191.- 141.1  240.3  151.1  1060.7  158.~  25~5.5 
Qu•rt-.rl'Y 
1~9b  D•c  ll.J  42. I  170.3  55.)  39.5  214.1  "'·' 
640.6 
1987  Ma<  22.0  52. I  154 ••  SG.- 40.5  271.5  34. 1  631.0  Jun  27.4  U.6  157 ••  SG.9  36.- 265.2  •s.3  6 JS. l  Gop  19.5  50.9  172.5  II. I  ••••  276.7  36.2  665.6  Dec  21. 7P  4S.lP  158 .IP  55,7P  47 .SIP  281.8P  41.2P  652.2i' 
--------------------------------------------o~;;;-~;:;~;!;;(i;;i:-o~;;;·o~;:~:o:-~;:;;;~;;~-----------------------------
--------------------------------~;;;;-~:;:c:;:-c;;;;;~;;-~------------------------------------;;~;1---
---------------------------------~--------------------------------~---------------------- o.c.c.D .. 
Auatralia  Japan  &v1t••r-
land 
United  Otber  IAcluGJng 
States of  O&CD(2}  a.a.c., 
~er1ca  Coantrl••  Countri•• 
·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Group  !.MP 
1er1ee  SOAUV  aOCAY  ao.JPY  aossv  80C:KV  aouaY  eoetv  SOI1V 
---------------------------------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------- IUS  2135 .o  101.2  .2217.3  I U.S  1'.2  ,  .....  173.2  •~a:L 1 
1986  !7)7. I  ll& ••  .2114.4  103.5  10&.4  1121 .)  236.3  8710 •• 
1t87  ltU.5  2lfl.4  2.2"35.4  111.)  120.1  11lt.1  141.3  aoto.• 
Quartorly 
lUi Dec 




























of  IC.orea 
eoxaY 
)2,G  :u.2  393.4 
l2.t  24 ."I  3U.  4 
27.2  32.1  453.0 
:u.J  32 ••  47l.l 
Jli,tP  31.0P  494,5P 
Otber Count:r:1e• 
llalayah  Otbel' 
IOC1V 
37.1 














------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1985  71.9  16&.6  1111.1  ....  U.l  351.7  111.7  101 .l  122.6 
1986  13.1  176 ••  121.7  ., ..  50.3  311.3  2U.I  71.5  1 IO.l 
1U7  ·-·' 
:n2.5  182.15  178.3  ••••  115.0  244.5  71.8  107.7 
Quarterly 
1911  Dec  11.5  7t.2  .,  • 7  u.:z  II.  I  ••••  71 ••  13.l  26.J 
1987  .....  27.1  •••  2  ., ..  •  •••  ta.?  57.2  52.7  II.  I  27.6 
Jun  ,  ...  69.6  42.5  lt.a  12.4  l2.t  SS.I  11.4  26 •• 
"•I>  33. I  17.0  54.3  "'·' 
11.4  l2.1t  •••  7  11.0  :l5.1 
D•c  25.9P  II.OP  51.3P  5$.5P  14.  7P  l0.7P  511.2P  u.•r  J6.01i' 
Otber Coua:tr1•• 
Total A1l  Couatr1aa 
lahrain  Saudi  Otbert'l  &aatern  All'ic&(7)  Otber  Ac~a•l  Seaaonally 
Arabia  aGrop•(5)  Countriea  Correcte4 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~-----
IOIHV  IOIAY  IOP1V  IOQIV  IOKIV  ICilY  IOX1V  SOX IS 
-----------------------~------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1V8 !'.  269.0  11.9  30.7  11.0  0.1  11lllll.2  .... 
198b  104.9  211.0  14.8  18 ••  51.2  0.5  10461.3 




D•c  28.:1  "·' 
5.1  10.1  0.1  2121,8  2113.2 
""' 
o5, I  "·' 
$.3  9 .I  2$7&.3  26U.2 
.Jun  113.2  1.:1  6.1  •••  0.2  :17$1 ·'  2111.7 
••I>  26.1  7.7  1.7  14.1  o.a  :ztoo. 1  2713.2 
D•c  7.7P  IOt.IP  26.SP  S.IP  5,5P  O.IP  2181,2P  21H .IP 
Othe~ •.z.c.  eountr1•••  Denaark,  Greece  (fro. July  1111),  trel&a4,  Laa.-boarg,  Portuval  <troa Jaaaary  1586)  and 
Bt!~.i.n  t fcj)•  J'ant~ary  1116).  Al•o  raero•  X•laada,  OreealaDd,  Moaaco,  ••• Nar1nc  and  th•  Vat1caa City atat• ar• 
1nelu4e4  ~~ to June  1185,  and  froa .July  1115  they are 1Dclad•d  !D  O~bal' Countriea  (80%1V). 
otber o.=.c.o ccantri•••  Aaatr1a,  •talaad,  ZcelaDd,  Mo~vay,  Portugal  (up ta D•e•aD•r  1115),  8pain  (up to Oeeeabor 
~!!~~ 4.:v::•:o  ~:;;·~;;;a:~4T;!::rjur;,~::;vf; f:~::oi:~!.'%!sbt::: ~::.:::!:n~.b~~V~~porta).  A~•o Lt•cbt•a•t•tn  ~· 
excludes  c•~na.  Jap•o.  auaaiaD  t•r~~to~1•• ia Aa1a,  aaC Middle  8aa~ aoaat~~•• 1a A•1a. 
i::~::::  ~:;~!~!!~.·:: ::•J:::l~;:s'!:d~~t~!iy 1111 tt is 1acladed ia O~b•r  o.a~c.o. CoaatrL••· 
Prom  July  198&  1Aclqde•  Algeria.  Morocco,  8Dd&D  aad Taaiaia. 
rroa July  ietG  ••cl•4•• Aloer1a,  Morocco,  ludan aad Taaia1a. 
46 ANNEX  XXL 
47 -
-
E U R - 1 2 
-- ·--~·  -
l.Dalry  cow  number: 
a)Mid-year  census 
b)End-year  census 
2.Dalry  cows'  milk 
product I  on. 
3.Dellverles  to 
dairies  (milk  & 
cream  In  w.m  ea  ) 
4.Del lverles  used 
tor  fresh  prodcts 
rwoQle  milk.  eo  ) 
5.BUTTER: 
-Total  production 
-Farm  butter 
-Consumption 
6.CHEESE: 
-Total  production 
-Farm  (cows'mllk) 
-Non  cow· s  m  I I k 
-Consumption 
7.MILK  POWDER: 
-Skimmed 
-Semi  Sk.&  Whole 
-Total  production 
a.condensed  and 
evaporated  milk 
oroductlon 
9.Ltquld milk  used 
for  caselne 
_manufactura 
10.Sk lmmed  milk 
returned  to 
farmers 
COMMUNITY  SITUATION  AT  A GLANCE 
fiE§! J IS g: ru= 1lflEE-Kl{fH.y_g f§!  IQtiAI  BE 
Q;l  JtE D\IR'f hWJSE! SIJ\NIQ;I 
8ruesels.  16th of June  1988 
F  I  N  A  L 
1983  1984  1985  1986  1987 
27678  27351  26152  25598  24517 
27916  26680  26033  25495  24000 
118489  116664  116318  117234  111584 
109173  107075  105770  1()3959  101434 
29177  20030  29461  30575  30864 
2307  2131  2062  2206  1899 
36  35  33  31  29 
1569  1641  1657  1635  1611 
4175  4376  4453  4516  4589 
109  109  113  115  83 
236  243  250  252  255 
3935  4000  4134  4245  4287 
' 
2530  2132  1952  2195  1647 
674  813  798  771  885 
3204  2945  2760  2966  2532 
1505  1525  1495  1421  1294 
4237  4256  4621  5056  5947 
4544  4818  3781  3363  2627 
-"' 
All  flgurea  ore  In  000  ton"••  ••••.Pt  oowt'  ftv•b•r•  1ft  000  lleod•· 
ANNEX  XXII 
::':>~ 
1988  1989 
23283  22700 
23047  22463 
108467  1()3889 
98774  $945 
31040  31154 
1745  1692 
27  25 
1555  1519 
4678  4749  I 
77  75 
I 
257  258 
4346  4389 
-
1452  1368 
878  865 
2330  2233 
1354  1349 
6018  6233 




ANNEX  XXJt~ 
Community  and  New  Zealand  production  <'000  tonnes)  of  Dairy  Products:  relative  importance  of  New  Zealand 
on  the  basis  of  a  five  year  average  and  in  1985: 
NtW  ZEALAND  NEW  ZEALAND  (2)  COMMUNITY  (1)  COMMUNITY  X 
average  for  1985  1987  average  for  1985  1987  average  for  1985 
5  years  - 5  years  ,  5  years 
1981-85  1981-85  1981-85 
Butter  and 
Butteroil  2  099.6  2  020.0  1  899  211  726  284  751  262  800  10.1  14.1 
SMP  2 154.6  2  015.0  1  647  195  684  214  080  171  500  9.1  10.6 
WMP  758.6  795  885  118  886  120 163  165  000  15.7  15.1 
Cheese  4  024.4  4  220.0  4  589  118  450  118 448  130  000  2.9  2.8 
---··--
Source  (1)  DG  VI-D-1-B 
~ 
\,() 









r  ( 
VI  - D  - 1  TABLE  1  (WP-1458/2) 
; 
:Development  of Milk  Deliveries  (Cowg'  milk  only)  in  22  OKCD  countries 
:------------------------:------------:------------:------------:------------:------------:-----~------:------------: 
(mlo  tonnes)  :  1983  :  1984.  :  1985  :  1986  :  1987  (prel):  1988  (est.):  1989  (est.): 
:------------------------:-------~----:------------:------------:------------:------------:------------:------------: 
:  :  :  : 
EEC(l2)  :  109.1  :  107.1  :  105.6  :  106.9  :  101.3  :  98.8  (1):  97.5  (1):  .  :  :  . 
USA  :  62.3  :  60.1  :  63.8  :  .-69.2  :  63.7  '.  64.9  (2):  66.0  (5): 
:  :  : 
Canada  (2)  :  7.4  :  7. 6 .  :  7.5  :  7.5 .  :  7.6  :  7. 7  :  7.8 
:  :  : 
:  Hew  Zealand  :  6.8  :  7.4  ..  7.4  :  7. 3,  .  7.1  :  7.7  (5):  7.7  {5): 
:  : 
Australia  :  5.9  :  6.1  :  6.2'  :  . 6.2  :  6.4  :  6.5  {5):  6.5  (5): 
:  :  :  :  :  :  : 
Finland  (2)  :  3.0  :  3.0  :  2.9  :  2.9  .  2.8  :  2.8  :  2.8  . 
:  :  :  :  .  :  :  . 
Sweden  (2)  :  3.6  .  3.7  :  3.6  :  3.4  :  3.4  :  .. 3.4  .  3.4  .  . 
-.·- .  ..  :  :  .  : 
Hot"W&y  (2)  :  1.9  :  1.9  .  1.9  :  1.9  :  2.0  .  2.0  (5):  2.0  (5):- .  . 
:  .  . 
Austria  (prod.)  (3)  .  3.7  :  3.8  :  3.8  .  3.8  .  3.7  :  3.8  :  3.8  .  .  . 
Switzerland  (2)  .  3.1  :  3.2  .  3.1  :  3.1  :  3.0  :  3.1  .  3.1  .  .  .  .  .  :  :  .  .  .  . 
Japan  (4)  :  7.0  :  7.1  .  7.4  .  7.5  :  7.3  .  7.2  .  7.2  .  .  .  .  .  . 
22  countr:ies  :  213.8  .  211.0  :  213.2  .  214.7  :  208.3  .  207.9  .  207.8  .  .  .  . 
:  .  :  :  :  :  :  :  . 
:------------------------:------------:----------~-:------------:------------:------------:-._---------:------------: 
(1)  Forecast based  on  the Council  compromise  of 16  December  1986  and  information from  Kember  States in Karch  1988 
(2)  National  forecast 
(3)  Forecast basad  on  indications for deliveries 
(4)  GATT  statistics and  forecast by VI-D-1 
(5)  Forecast by  VI-D-1,  baaed  on  currant  information,  national and  OICD 
a-






.  '  :! 
.l ..,. 
J  - 1 
,  .. 
(f  TABLE  3 
Interoat1onal  trade  1n  dairy  oroducts  (1  000  t! 
£EC  •  EEC  (12)  as  from  1986 





1977  1978  1979  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  •  :  1987.(4)  : 
----------·----------------------:---------:---------:--------- ---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:----------:----------: 
6JJUI!r..  ...  LIU.I.tlilJl.il  ( 1 l ( 3l ( S  l 
World  total 
EEC 
Others 










































---- ~  ~------ ,  .. ------------------ ---------:---------: --------: --------- --------- --------- _":" _______ : ---------:---------: ----------
:ikjJJ:!.e  ll!!!.i1JL~ ( 1 )( 2 )( 6)  :  :  : 
World  tolai  913  :  904  :  I  060  :  995  925  855  875  :  1  040  :  1  130  :  1  060 
- HC  420  :  418  :  634  578  :  SOl  :  352  192  :  312  :  307  :  268 
Others  493  :  486  :  42&  417  424  503  683  :  728  :  821  :  792 











~(3)  .  .  ·• 
World  total  :  590  :  590  :  635  :  710  :  765  :  795  ;  810  :  900  :  860  :  825  :  855 
EEC  :  208  :  214  :  255  :  307  :  360  :  380  :  405  :  468  :  408  :  384  :  409 
- Others  :  382  :  376  :  380  :  403  :  405.  :  415  :  405;  :  432  :  452  :  441  :  446 
EEC  share  :  35.3X  :  36.3X  :  40.2%  :  43.2%  :  47.JJ:  :  47.8X  :  50·""  :  .!\?..OX  :  II?.'!':';  :  ·"(.~~  :  47  .~---= 
:-------------------------~·~-----:---------:---------;---------:---------;---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:----------:----------: 
Whole  milk  QOWdec  (2) 
- Horld  total 
££C 
Others 













































:-·~----~-------------------------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:---------:----------:----------:  Condensed  milk  (3) 
- Horld  tot&l  :  635  :  ._  650  :  .675  :  . lOS  :  BOO  :  805  :  725  :  770  :  770  :  600  :  SZO 
-.EEC  ~{  i.:.)  ,  _  .•. - .-t:  }497  .:  _,_  485  :  476  :  ~561  :  582  :  601  :  522  :  521  :  545  :  434  :  387.  : 
:  - Other,s·  ..  .:~  -_..  , ·'  :  -138  :  ,  165  :  199  :  -~%44  :  . 211  :  io4  . :  zoi  :  Z49·  :  Z25  :  16&  :  1~3  : 
:  - E_ECshar_:-e:::~:- ,;;_,.  ,  -;,£  :~ t  :.·(7i.~: :  '74~&X  ::  . 7o~sx X ,_69.7X  :  72.ax- .. :  74.~- .:  12.01  :  67.7X  :  70,8X  :  72.3~  :  74.4J.  :  .  ---~-- -~--~-~-----~--------------. _  _.:.; __ .  ---------·.---------•.--------. --------.  -----~~-:  ---------.  --~----.  _--:' _______ .  ----------· ----------.  ·en  Food  ~1d·.-tne1Udei  .:  ,:  .. :  .-·-·,;:;~·~.  •  ·,  ·  ·.  ··-:  u;·"s ·rroillt79: ·GATT  basi~  ":·-."  .,  · ·  ... ; •  ·'·  ·  •  •  •  ·  • 
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EXPLANATORY  MEMORANDUM 
l.  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3667/82,  as  last amended  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2335/86,  authorizes  the  United  Kingdom  to  import  on  special  terms  the 
following  quantities  of  New  Zealand butter: 
1984  83  000  tonnes 
l':iH':l  81  000  tonnes 
l98b  79  000  tonnes 
1987  76  500  tonnes 
1988  74  500  tounes 
The  Regulation  governs  the  continuation of  imports  of  New  Zealand butter 
initially authorized  hy  Protocol  18  to  the  Act  of  Accession. 
The  Regulation also  provides  that,  before  1  August  1988,  the  Council, 
at:tiug  unanimously  on  a  proposal  from  the  Couunission  accompanied  by  a 
report,  must  take  a  decision on  the  maintenance  of  the  exceptional 
arrangements  from  1  January  1989. 
The  abovementioned  report  has  been  submitted  to  the  Council. 
2.  ln  the  light  of  the  Conunission's  report  and  of  the  current  market 
situation,  the  Commission  proposes  that access  should  continue  for  a 
limited period  from  1989  to  1992,  that  the  quantities  be  reduced 
progressively and  that  the  special  levy  be  reduced. 
3.  Tlle  Council  should adopt  this  proposal  before:  1  November  1988. 
52 Proposal  for a 
COUNCU  REGULATION  (EEC) 
relating  to  the  continued  impOrt  of  New  Zealand  butter into 
the  United  Kingd<mt  on  special. terms 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUR<kPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  1972  Act  of  Acces.ion,  and  in particular Article 5(2) of 
Protocol  18  thereto, 
Having  regard  to  the  pr~posal from  the Commission, 
Whereas  Council  Regula~tion  (EEC)  No  3667/83  (1), ·as  last amended  by  Regulation 
(EEC)  No·.2335/8o  (2),  authorized the  United  Kingdom  to  import  certain 
quantities of  New  Zealat:td  butter on special  terms  during  the  198ft  to  1988 
calendar years; 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3667/83  provides  that  the  the  Council  must  take  a 
decision  on  the  maintencince  of  the  exceptional  arrangements,  which  expire  on 
31  December  1988;  where~s  thos~ arrangements  should  continue  in order  to 
ensure  continued  imports  from New  Zealand;  whereas  since  the  butter market  is 
at  present  subject  to  sUbstantial short-term changes  quantities  of  New  Zealand 
butter which  may  be  imp~rted on  special  terms  should  be  fixed  for  a  period of 
four  years; 
Whereas,  in  view  of  the  measures  laid  down  to  reduce  milk  production  in  the 
Community,  access  tor  New  Zealand  butter  must  be  limited from  ... 1989 to 1992 and 
quantities  which  may  be  imported 'each year  must  be  reduced  progressively; 
Whereas  tn-ovis ion  should  be  made  llwt  if  the  buttL:r  market  n~ttui 1e::;  cllauges  in 
the  conditions- ol  intervention,  such  changes  must  hE.!  n~Jlc·cled  in  Lhe  price  of 
New  Zealand  butter marketed  in  the  GOitullunity; 
(l)  OJ  No  L  3o6,  2~f.L!..l':li:IJ,  p.  16 .. 
(2)  OJ.  No  L  203,  26.7.l~i8U,  p.  7. 
··-·--·· -------------------
., 
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Whereas  a  special  levy,  which will  normally  remain  unchanged  as  long as  the 
intervention price for  butter of  Community  origin is not altered,  constitutes 
the  most  appropriate  method  ~pr protecting  the  market  price of  Community 
bulter and  for enabling New  Zealand  to  plan  its exports  to  the  United  Kingdom, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION:· 
The  United  Kingdom  shall  be  authorized  to  import  certain quantities of butter 
from  New  Zealand  under  the  terms  of  this  Regulation. 
Article  2 
1.  These  arrangements  shall apply  from  1  January  1989  to  31  December  1992. 
The  following  quantities  may  be  imported: 
64  500  tonnes  in 1989 
61  340  tonnes  in  1990 
58  170  tonnes  in  1991 
55  000  tonnes  in  1992 
2.  The  Council,  acting  by  a  qualH ied ,·majority  011  a  proposal  from  the 
Conuni.ssion,  may  temporat·ily  reduce  the  quantities  laid  down  in paragraph  1 
in order  to  prevent  serious  disruption of  the  United  Kingdom  butter 
market,  particularly in  the  case  of  a  substantial fall  in direct butter 
conswuption. 
3.  Before  1  August  1992,  the  Council,  acting  unanimously  on  a  proposal  from 
the  Commission  accompanied  by  a  report,  shall  take  a  decision  on  the 
maintenance  of  the  exceptional  arrange1pents  from  l  Januar·y  1993. 
-------·  ----------·-,~-·- ·•···  -
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... 
Article  3 
1.  ·The  special  le~y on  New  Zeala'nd  butter  imp':_rted  under  this Regulation 
shall  be  45.83  ECU  per  100 kilograms. 
2.  The  Council,  <;tct.ing  by  a  qualified majority  on  a  proposal  from  the 
Commission~ shall adjust  the  rate of  the. special  levy  in line with  changes 
>'in  the  conditions  of  intervention in respect  of butter in. the Community. 
Article 4 
.Eligibility for  the  special  import  arrangements shall  be  subject  to 
presentation Of  a  certificate establishing that  the butter: 
is ofNew  Zeala~d<origin 
is at  least.  six,  week~.  old . 
has  a  fat content  of not  less  than sot.  but  less  than  82%  by  weight 
·was  manufactured directly from  milk or cream. 
Article 5 
Butter  imported  into  the  United  Kingdom  under  this  Regulation  may  not  be 
.traded  in  the  Community  nor  re-exported  to  a  third country. 
Article 6  .· 
Imports  of  New  Zealand butter shall be  subject  to  the  provisions  adopted  under 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1677/85  (3)~  as  last amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1889/87,  on  the flue'tuation of  certain Member  States'  currencies. 
(3)  UJ  No  L  164,  24.6~1985, p.  6. 
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Article  7 
The  Unite~ Kingdom  sha~L forward  all  information necessary  for  the  application 
of  this  Reg"uladon  to "the  Commission,  which  shal.l  inform  the  other Member 
States  thereof. 
Article  8 
Detailed rules  for  the  application 'of  this Regulation  shall  be  adopted  in 
accordance  with  the  procecitlre  laid down  in Article  30  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
804/68. 
Article  9 
This  Regulation  shall enter into force  on  1  January  1989. 
Tltis  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its entit"ety  ;md  directly npplicable  in 
all  Mernb~r States. 
Done  at Brussels,  For  the  Council 
56 :  Vl/Slll/88-EN  (PLAI-3381) 
~  f  N A N C  I  A  L  S  T  A T  E M E N T  :--------------------------------: 
:  Date:  16  October  1988 
:--------------------~-------~~---------------------------------------------------------. 
1.  P,udgo.:L  heading:  Chapter  20  Appropriations:  1989  Draft  budget: 
4,850  million  ECU 
:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------; 
2.  Title:  Draft  Council  Regulation on  the  continued  importation of  New  Zealand 
butter under  special conditions 
: ----------------------------------~--------~--------;:_  _______________________ ----------: 
:  3.  Legal  basis:  Article  5  of  Protocol  18  to  1972  Act  of  Accession 
:---------------------------------------------------------------~-----------------------: 
!1.  A.ims  ot  IJrojcct:  To aulh(il"ize  the  importation  of  cer·tain  quantiti~s of  New  Zealand 
but'ter .under  speci-al  conditions,  in  particular relatinqto  the 
(m  F.CU  (B)) 
:-------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------: 
period of  current  following 
:  12  months  :  financial  year  :  financial  year  : 
~92ff  ~gg~  5.  Fiuai1cial  implications 
5.0  r'~xpenctiture  :-----------:----------------:----------------: 
cll<irged  to  the  EC  budget 
( n:  funds ) 
5.1  Receipts 
- own  resources  of  the  EC 
(levies) 
- 23  (1) 
- 28  (1) 
:-----------------------------------------:-----------:----------------:----------------: 
199J  1991  1992 
:-----------:----------------:------~---------: 
5.0.1  Estimated  expenditure 
5.1.1  Estimated  receipts 
+  1:-ic:;. 
- 135 





5.2 Method  of  calculation:  See  Annex 
:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
:  6.0  Can  the  project  be  financed  from  appropriations  entered  in  the  relevant  chapter 
of  the  current  budget  ?  yes 
---------------------------------------------------~-----------------------------------: 
:  6.1  Can  the  project  be  financed  by  transfer  between  chapters  of  the  current budget  ? 
:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
:  6.2  Is  a  supplementary  budget  necessary  ? 
:---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------: 
:  6.:3  Will  future  budget  appropriaUons  be  necessary?  yes 
:----------------~-------------------------------------·---------------------------------: 
Observations:  (1)  In  terms  of  asswnptions  used  in  the  draft  budget  (74  500  t 
imported at a  levy of  763,9  ECU/t) 
NB  :  This  presentation of  the  financial  implications  is  in  line 
with  that  used  in  the  1989  PDB  (remarks  on  page  III/237 of  the 
1989  PDB,  vol.  4). 
57 l.  The  calculations  are  based  on  the  following  asswnptions: 
(a)  The  proposed  Regulation  comes  into  force  on  1  January  1989; 
(b)  If the  normal levy  is applied,  no  New  Zealand  butter is  imported; 
(c)  If ~he special  1e~y is applied,  imports  will  take  place corresponding  to 
thequantities fixed;  but markets  will  have  to  be  found  for  equivalent 
qu~ntities of Community  butter. 
2.  Calculation of  levy revenue: 
1989  :  (64.500  t  X 458,3  Ecu/t)  - (74.500  t  (1)  X  763,9  Ecu/t  (2)  X  1,019  (DT) 
(3)  = - 27,9  Mio  ECU  (8) 
1990  61.340  t  X  C2.621 ,o t:cuit"- 458,3  .Ecu/t)  X  1,  019  (OT)  ::  - 135,2  /}'')) 
1991  58.170  t  X  <2 ._621 ..,()  t:cu/t- 458,3  ,Ecu/t)  X  1,  01 _9  (OT)  = - "128,2.  'lyt 
1992  55.000  t  X  <2.621,a. EFuit-A5$,3  Ecu/t)  X  1,019  (DT)  :: - 121 ,.2,,  'YY\. 
L  Calculation  of  the  cost  of  disposal. for  the  corresponding  quantities  of 
Conununity  butter: 
1989  (64.500  t.  74.500  t  (1))  x  2.025  Ecu/t  l4)  X  1,122  (!H)  =  22,7 
1990  61.340  t  X 2.025  Ecu/t  X  1,122  (DT)  = +  139,4_ 
1991  58.170  t  X  2.025  Ecu/t  X 1,122  (DT)  =  +  132,2 
1992  55.000  t  l(  2.025  Ecu/t  X 1,122  (DT)  = + 125,0 
Footnotes 
(l) Quantity used  as  a.basis  for  the  1989  draft  budget. 
(L)  Levy  used  :.ts  a  basis  tor  Ute  liJ89  draft  budget. 
(3)  Rate  of  refu~d used  as  a  basis  for  the  1989  draft  budget. 
ECU  (8) 
ECU  (8) 
ECU  (8) 
""' 
ECU 
"t{{,  ECU 
l"n1  ECU 
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::c:ii:.  J  1 IF,!= ACT  SUR  LA  COHFETITI'!ITE  ::.1'  1'  D1?LOI 
I.  Quelle  est  la  justification principnle  r.e  la mesurP? 
See  expose  des  motifs. 
II. Caracteristioues  des  ent~eprises concernees 
en  particulier  : 
· ·- y  a-t-il un  [rand  nombre  de  PHE  '?  No 
- note  t 1 o~ des  concentr~tions dans  des  r&gions 
- el~gibles  ;;u~  aides  regionales  des E.M.  '? 
the  butter will be  imported  into  the  U.K. 
-eligibles au  Fede~·?  . 
III: Quelles  sont  les obiisations  i~posees directemert  aux  enteprises? 
T'' 
~ y  • 
The  butter  must  be  consumed  in the  U.K. 
:tuelleS  SODt  les 'obligatiOnS _SUSCeptibleS  1  I  e7.re  irr:~:JOd~eS  indirecternent 
aux  entreprise~ via  les autoritis locales  ? 
None 
. 
V.  Y a-t-il des  mesures  sp~ciales pour  les PME  ? 
No 
Lesquelles  ? 
VI.  Quel  est  l'effet  ?r~vi~ihle? 
- sur la  comp~titiviti 
The  New  Zealand  butter 
marke.tr  Th!f  r.eturns  to 
sur  l.  e'-".p~o~  . 
None 
des  entrcprises  ~ 
will displace  Community  butter  in  the  Community 
New  Zealand  from  the  Community  market  may  improve 
New-Zealand's  competitive  position 
on  the  world  market. 
VII.  Les  partenaires  sociaux  ont-ila ete consultes? 
No 
- av:.s  des  pn.rtenaires  socinux 
59 